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EO4wildlife Project Overview
EO4wildlife main objective is to bring large number of multidisciplinary scientists such as biologists, ecologists
and ornithologists around the world to collaborate closely together while using European Sentinel Copernicus
Earth Observation more heavily and efficiently.
In order to reach such important objective, an open service platform and interoperable toolbox will be
designed and developed. It will offer high level services that can be accessed by scientists to perform their
respective research. The platform front end will be easy-to-use, access and offer dedicated services that will
enable them process their geospatial environmental stimulations using Sentinel Earth Observation data that
are intelligently combined with other observation sources.
Specifically, the EO4wildlife platform will enable the integration of Sentinel data, ARGOS archive databases
and real time thematic databank portals, including Wildlifetracking.org, Seabirdtracking.org, and other Earth
Observation and MetOcean databases; locally or remotely, and simultaneously.
EO4wildlife research specialises in the intelligent management big data, processing, advanced analytics and
a Knowledge Base for wildlife migratory behaviour and trends forecast. The research will lead to the
development of web-enabled open services using OGC standards for sensor observation and measurements
and data processing of heterogeneous geospatial observation data and uncertainties.
EO4wildlife will design, implement and validate various scenarios based on real operational use case
requirements in the field of wildlife migrations, habitats and behaviour. These include:
•
•
•
•

Management tools for regulatory authorities to achieve real-time advanced decision-making on the
protection of protect seabird species;
Enhancing scientific knowledge of pelagic fish migrations routes, reproduction and feeding
behaviours for better species management;
Enable researchers better understand the movement behaviour of sea turtle populations; and
Setting up tools to assist marine protected areas and management.

Abbreviations and Glossary
A common glossary of terms for all EO4wildlife deliverables, as well as a list of abbreviations, can be found
in the public document “EO4wildlife Glossary” available at EO4wildlife.eu.

EO4wildlife.eu
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Executive Summary
This document reports on the validation tests performed during the last validation campaign of the
EO4wildlife platform. It covers the tests described in D1.4 Validation & Evaluation Plan v2 [1]. Test Cases
were updated to include new data analytic services as described in D3.6 Data Mining and High Level Data
Fusion Services v2 [2] for fulfilling the scenario requirements outlined in D1.2 Use Case scenarios v2 [3] and
D3.8 Thematic Analytic Services v2 [4] and should include all functionalities available in the EO4wildlife
platform.
Test Cases were executed according to a Test Plan campaign edited through a specific open source test
management tool named “TesLink” [5]. They were evaluated as a black box during the validation phase, and
issues associated with each test were reported into a dedicated issue report using the JIRA software [6].
Intermediate test campaigns were performed as new functionalities were being implemented in the
platform, and validation tests were communicated by JIRA issue reports or email exchanges.
This document reports on the most recent status of the tests but also includes an overview of all JIRA issue
reports which were opened through the validation campaigns during the EO4wildlife project.

EO4wildlife.eu
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1 Strategy and Resources
1.1 Validation Phase 2 Strategy
After the release of the first validation test report D1.7 in September 2017, one of the feedbacks from the
first validation phase was to shorten the loops between development, integration and validation of the
services. As a result, the validation phase 2 was set up in a more agile mode, and scrum meetings were set
up twice a week to discuss the technical issues, the validation results and review the priorities. The validation
tasks followed a continuous plan, and services and functionalities were tested as they were being developed
and made available on the platform.
Several rounds of validation and iteration between the validation and development teams occurred during
this validation phase. New services were also specified, developed and implemented after the release of D1.4
Validation & Evaluation plan V2 and thus were integrated in the validation plan. Strong emphasis of this
second phase was also to validate the description of the services.
The final validation test campaign continued to use TestLink open source tool and JIRA software to describe
validation tests and report on their results allowing for a collaborative effort. Access to these tools was
granted on request to CLS project manager. Intermediate tests were communicated by email to all project
members or by using JIRA issue reports only. Services to be validated were implemented by the development
team (IT Innovation) and integrated in the EO4wildlife platform by ATOS France and ATOS Spain.
The testing strategy was to first validate each component as a white box during the development phase in
an integration environment, and then to use it as a black box during the integration/validation phase in a
dedicated validation environment. This report is the result of the execution of test cases in the validation
environment.
In this final version of the platform, all services use input tracking (sea turtles and seabirds) or transect
(marine mammals) data in an xml format, to be more compliant with data standards and implementing the
required interoperability to make the EO4wildlife platform more open to the scientific community. The xml
converters were deployed and integrated as specific services on the platform to allow the Use Case leaders
of the project to convert their original data, in csv files, into the xml standard format. This xml standard
facilitates the use of services to process and display data in the platform. Seabird tracking data can also be
directly pushed from the Seabird Tracking Database (http://seabirdtracking.org) into the EO4wildlife
platform.

1.2 Basic Terminology
•

Test Case describes a testing task via steps. Each Test Case includes the overall test description, the
testing preconditions, the test steps, attached documents if necessary, and the associated
requirements coverage. Preconditions include previous steps to be passed before running the tests.

•

Test Suite organises Test Cases into units. For the EO4wildlife, tests were decomposed into five major
families: General, Administration, Product, Service, and Tools.

•

Test Plan is created in order to execute Test Cases.

•

Test Report is the result of the execution of the Test Plan. All performed tests are logged with
associated issues if any. Issues are linked into a dedicated JIRA ticket (https://jira-ext.cls.fr/). The Test
Case result can be “blocked”, “passed”, “failed”, or “not run”.

EO4wildlife.eu
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Test Project refers to the EO4wildlife validation process. A Test Project can undergo many different
versions throughout its lifetime.

The nomenclature of each Test Case is defined as follows:
•

mmm: family of the test.

•

xxx: number in three digits.

•

Label: to provide a brief description of the tested function

•

version: when a test is executed, a new version should be created to enrich its description.

Examples: EO4-GEN-010-Connection to the EO4wildlife system, EO4-Service-900-Speed filter service, EO4Service-900-Speed filter service.

1.3 Test Plan
The Test Plan includes a series of Test Cases which were described and executed in TestLink by thematic users
in order to identify if the implementation of the products were successful and acceptable according to enduser expectations. Throughout the validation test campaign, associated issues with each Test Case were
identified and linked into a dedicated JIRA issue report (Annex 1: JIRA issues report) or sent by email to all
project members. After the issues were addressed, tests were evaluated a further time and the process
repeated until the results reached an acceptable level. Only the results from the last validation round are
documented in this report.

1.4 Test Suites Summary
The test cases are organised in four different Test Suites. For the validation test campaign, 93 test cases were
run (some several times), from which 63% passed, 28% were blocked (not possible to execute) and 9% failed.

Figure 1 : Test Suites Statistics

EO4wildlife.eu
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2 Test Reports
A Test Report includes the collection of the test forms filled in during the test’s execution.
When the platform does not allow the validation of a function in the tested version by the thematic experts
in charge of the validation, the associated test case is set to “blocked”.
All along the execution of a test, the validation team can detail at each step any relevant information in
execution notes and justify why the test case or a step of the test is passed or failed.

2.1 Test Suite: General
Test Case EO4WF-49: EO4-GEN-030-Platform data management [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes the data management in the platform.
Once products, auxiliary data and outputs are stored in the platform, they can be managed by a cache mechanism or
not, and have a specific retention duration.
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Management of data in cache:
1

At the end of the retention
An auxiliary data is loaded in the period, the data is no more in
cache during the processing of a the cache
service.
Management of data on disk:

2

Execution type:

An input product is stored in the
private space of a user.

At the end of the retention
period, the data is no more on
the file system.

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

When we execute a service running with EO data, the second execution is much quicker since
data are in the cache.
We didn't test the purge mechanism in place in the platform since it is a black box we are not
able to connect to.

EO4wildlife.eu
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Test Case EO4WF-1: EO4-GEN-010-Connection to the EO4wildlife system [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test case describes how to connect to the EO4wildlife system
Preconditions:
Any user
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Load the URL of EO4wildlife
application
1

2

Enter the user credentials,
but with an incorrect
password

Enter the good user
credentials

The user is not logged to the
application

The user is connected to the
application
Top of the banner on the right, it
appears the user credentials

Load the URL of EO4wildlife
application
3

Click on "Forget your
password?"

4

Click on Disconnect (sign out)

Execution type:

Manual

The user is directed to an email
address to request for a new
password

The user is disconnected from the
application

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0010/T: Connection

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Login successful once the user is created by the platform team.

Test Case EO4WF-2: EO4-GEN-020-Access authorization [Version : 1]
EO4wildlife.eu
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Summary:
This test case describes the different access authorization for the profiles: user, product provider, service provider
and administrator. An account can also have several profiles. Each profile will be tested first before any combination.
- an account with the profile "administrator", which can access to all functionalities
- an account with the profile "product provider", which has access to the user rights, plus specific rights for product
provider
- an account with the profile "service provider", has access to the user rights, plus specific rights for service provider
- an account combining the product provider" and the "service provider" profiles
- an account with the "user" profile, which can discover product and services, and run services.
Preconditions:
Get the user credentials for each profiles
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The user has access only to the
following functions :
- Discover product
1

Connect to the application
with a user profile

- Discover service
- Run service
- Display and on-line tools
The product provider has access
only to the following functions :
- Discover product

2

Connect to the application
with a product provider
profile

- Discover service
- Run service
- Display and on-line tools
- Describe product
The service provider has access
only to the following functions :

3

Connect to the application
- Discover product
with a service provider profile
- Discover service

EO4wildlife.eu
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- Run service
- Display and on-line tools
- Describe service
- Upload service
The administrator has access to
all functions :
- Discover product
- Discover service
- Run service
- Display and on-line tools
- Describe product
4

Connect to the application
with an administrator profile

- Describe service
- Upload service
- Validate product or service
metadata
- Invalidate product or service
metadata
- Test of the upload service
- Invalidate a service
- Manage the users

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0020/T: User profiles

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes
EO4wildlife.eu

Profiles are not implemented in this version.
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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2.2 Test Suite: Administration
2.2.1 Test Suite: Management of users
Test Case EO4WF-3: EO4-Administration-010-Create a user [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test case describes how to create a user.
A user has:
•
•
•
•
•

An identifier and a name
An organization : company, or association
At least a profile : user or service provider or product provider or administrator
A unique login/password : The login doesn't contains illegal characters except of: '-'
An email address

Preconditions:
Connect with an administrator profile
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application
with an administrator profile
1

The following fields are displayed :
an identifier, a name, an
Click on the function 'Manage
organization, a profile, a login and
the users'
a mail address
Click on Create a user
Do not complete fields

2

3

Validate

The forget fields are marked in
red

Complete the fields:
Identifier, Name,
Organization, Profile, email
address.

An error message is displayed

For the login, complete with
an illegal character
Complete the Login.
4
Save the modifications
5

Connect with this user

Execution type:

Manual

EO4wildlife.eu

An error message is displayed

The unique character authorized
are: ' -

The user is created and the system
initializes the password and sends
it to the user by mail.
The user is connected to the
application

Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0040/T: Error message
EO4-FCT-manUser-0480/T: Management of users

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The user management is currently realized manually by the platform team, without profiles
management.

Test Case EO4WF-4: EO4-Administration-020-Modify the attributes of a user [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of this test case is to show that it is possible to modify a user
All attributes can be modified

Preconditions:
Connect with an administrator profile
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application with an
administrator profile
1

Click on the function 'Manage the
users'

All attributes are updateable

Select one user and modify all
attributes
Modify all fields

All modifications are saved

2
Save the modifications
Modify the profile of the user by a
product provider
3

EO4wildlife.eu

The user has now the access
granted of a product
Save the modifications, and connect
provider
to the application with the modified
user
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0020/T: User profiles
EO4-FCT-manUser-0480/T: Management of users

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

No human interface and no specific information for the user management.

Test Case EO4WF-5: EO4-Administration-030-Delete a user [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of this test case is to show that it is possible to delete a user :
- A delete confirmation request message is displayed
Preconditions:
Connect with an administrator profile
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application
with an administrator
profile
1

Click on the function
'Manage the users'

The system asks the administrator if he
really wants to remove the user

Select a user and click on
delete
2

Do not validate the
message

The user is not deleted

Click again on delete
3

The user is deleted
Validate the message

4

It is not possible to connect to the
Connect to the application
application because the user does not
with this user
exist

Execution type:

Manual

EO4wildlife.eu
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Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-manUser-0480/T: Management of users

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

No confirmation user since the delete is performed manually by the platform team.

2.2.2 Test Suite: Validation of product or service metadata
Test Case EO4WF-18: EO4-Administration-040-Validate a metadata product [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to describe how to validate a metadata product:
- The administrator has access to the content of the metadata
- The administrator check the use of shared vocabularies
- The state of the metadata product switch to 'validate' after validation
- After validation, the metadata is added to the catalogue and is available to any user
- The administrator can invalid a metadata for which the state turns to 'in progress'
- The administrator can validate a metadata which in state 'invalid'
Preconditions:
Connect as an administrator
Have in the database two metadata product in state 'to validate' : MP1 (NOT OK) and MP2 (OK)
Have in the database a metadata product in state 'invalid' : MP3
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application as
an administrator
1

EO4wildlife.eu

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The system displays a list of
metadata to validate

Click on 'Manage metadata',
and search the product in state
'to validate'
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Click on the product metadata The administrator has access to
MP1
the content of the metadata

Check the use of shared
vocabularies

The administrator ensures the
coherence in the description of
the metadata
The content is NOT OK for the
administrator

4

Do not validate the metadata

The metadata returns to the
state 'in progress'

5

Search the metadata product
MP2

The administrator has access to
the content of the metadata

6

The content is OK for the
administrator

The status of the metadata is
'validated'

Validate the metadata
Search the metadata MP3
which is in state 'invalid'
7

8

The content is OK, and the
administrator validate the
metadata

Search the metadata MP2 and
The metadata are added to the
MP3 in the EO4wildlife
catalogue automatically
catalogue
Disconnect the administrator
session

9

The status of the metadata is
'validated'

Connect as an user

The metadata MP2 and MP3 are
available in the catalogue to any
user

Go to the product catalogue
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0440/T: Validation of product or service
EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0450/T: Check the consistency of metadata

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

EO4wildlife.eu

The Management of product metadata is a basic functionality of Geonetwork Catalogue, but
we didn't have access to it to test it in this project.

Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Test Case EO4WF-24: EO4-Administration-050-Validate a service metadata [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to describe how to validate a service metadata :
- The administrator has access to the content of the metadata
- The administrator checks the use of shared vocabularies
- The state of the service metadata switch to 'validated' after validation
- After validation, the metadata is added to the catalogue and is available to any user
- The administrator can invalid a metadata, which the state turns to 'in progress'
- The administrator can validate a metadata which in state 'invalid'
Preconditions:
Connect as an administrator
Have in the database two services metadata in state 'to validate' : SM1 (NOT OK) and SM2 (OK)
Have in the database a service metadata in state 'invalid' : SM3
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application as an
administrator
1

2

3

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The system displays a list of
metadata to validate

Click on 'Manage metadata',, and
search the service metadata in
state 'to validate'
Click on the service metadata SM1

Check the use of shared
vocabularies

The administrator has access to
the content of the metadata
The administrator insure the
coherence in the description of
the metadata
The content is NOT OK for the
administrator

4

Don’t validate the metadata

The metadata returns to the
state 'in progress'

5

Search the service metadata SM2

The administrator has access to
the content of the metadata

6

The content is OK for the
administrator

The status of the metadata is
'validated'

Validate the metadata

EO4wildlife.eu
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Search the metadata SM3 which is
in state 'invalid'
7

8

The content is OK, and the
administrator validate the
metadata

Search the metadata SM2 and
The metadatas are added to the
SM3 in the EO4wildlife catalogue catalogue automatically
Disconnect the administrator
session

9

The status of the metadata is
'validated'

Connect as an user

The metadata MP2 and MP3
are available in the catalogue to
any user

Go to the services catalogue
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0440/T: Validation of product or service
EO4-FCT-ValMeta-0450/T: Check the consistency of metadata

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The metadata validation workflow is a basic functionality of the Geonetwork catalogue, but
we didn't have access to it in this project.

Test Case EO4WF-20: EO4-Administration-060-Invalidate a metadata product [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to show how to invalidate a metadata product :
- The administrator can invalid only the metadata in state 'valid'
- The invalid metadata is not available to others users
Preconditions:
Connect as an administrator
Have in the database metadata product in state 'validated' and 'to validate'
#:
EO4wildlife.eu

Step actions:

Expected Results:
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Connect to the application as an
administrator
1

2

It is not possible to
invalidate the metadata

Click on 'Manage metadata', and select
the metadata product in state 'to
It is only possible to
validated'
switch the state to 'in
progress'
Invalidate the metadata
Search in the catalogue the metadata
product MP in state 'validated'
Change the state to 'invalid'

It is possible to invalidate
it
The state of the
metadata is 'invalid'

Disconnect the session
3

Connect as a user

The metadata is not
accessible to the other
users

Search the metadata product MP
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0460/T: Invalidation of a product or service

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The metadata validation workflow is a basic functionality of the Geonetwork catalogue, but
we didn't have access to it in this project.

Test Case EO4WF-25: EO4-Administration-070-Invalidate a service metadata [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to show how to invalidate a service metadata :
- The administrator can invalid only the metadata in state 'valid'
- The invalid metadata is not available to others users
Preconditions:
Connect as an administrator

EO4wildlife.eu
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Have in the database service metadata in state 'validated' and 'to validate'
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application as an
administrator
1

2

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

It is not possible to
invalidate the metadata

Click on 'Manage metadata', and select
the service metadata in state 'to
It is only possible to
validate'
switch the state to 'in
progress'
Invalidate the metadata
Search in the catalogue the service
metadata SM in state 'validated'
Change the state to 'invalid'

It is possible to invalidate
it
The state of the
metadata is 'invalid'

Disconnect the session
3

Connect as a user

The metadata is not
accessible to the other
users

Search the service metadata SM
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0460/T: Invalidation of a product or service

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

A front end patch is required to display or not display a service in the service catalogue.
Service for which the validation is still in progress are displayed in red text.
We validate this functionality all along the project.

2.2.3 Test Suite: Test of service
Test Case EO4WF-22: EO4-Administration-080-Test the uploaded service [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to describe how to test an uploaded service. The administrator tests the service to
guarantee to users the operationality of the service.

EO4wildlife.eu
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- A preliminary deploy and run is performed by the service provider in a test environment to check the compliance of
the service with the EO4wildlife platform constraints. When successful, the administrator replays the test in the test
environment.
- A second deployment and run is performed by the administrator in the operational environment to check if the
service is runnable before its availability to users.
- The service is then available in the catalogue service to be run by users
- The administrator can also validate a service which has been invalidated previously
Preconditions:
Connect as an administrator
Have in the database a service S1 in state 'uploaded', for which the upload is going to be OK (and the associated
service metadata is validated)
Have in the database a service S2 in state 'uploaded', for which the status is going to be invalid
Have in the database a service S3 in state 'uploaded', for which the test is going to be OK (and the associated service
metadata is invalid).
#:

1

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application
as an administrator in the
test environment.

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The administrator has access to the
service and input products

Click on 'Test services', and
search the service S1
2

If the results/outputs are not in line
The administrator executes with the expected results/outputs
the service
delivered by the service provider, the
service is considered as invalid.

3

The service S1 is loaded and the
Search the service S1 in the
administrator has access to the
operational environment.
service and input products.

4

Run the service

The results/outputs are in line with
the expected results/outputs.

5

Change the state of the
service to 'ready'

The service is with state 'ready'

6

Select the S2 service in the
test environment

The service S2 is loaded and the
administrator has access to the input
products.

7

Run the service S2

The results are not the same than the
one delivered by the service provider

8

Change the state of the
service to 'invalid'

The service is to 'invalid' state

EO4wildlife.eu
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The execution of the service is OK.

9

10

Search the service S3 and
run it in the operational
environment (associated
metadata is invalid)

The results are the same as the
results provided by the service
provider.
A warning windows displays a
message to alert the administrator
that the associated metadata is
invalid.

Check the service metadata The service metadata is still invalid
The service is ready

11

14

Change the state of the
service to 'ready'

Disconnect the session, and
Only service S1 is available in the
connect with a user profile
catalogue service
Search for the services S1,
S2,S3

Execution type:

The service is not available in the
catalogue service since its associated
metadata is invalid.

It is possible to run it.

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0470/T: Testing the service

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

No service management interface in place in this version of the platform.

Test Case EO4WF-23: EO4-Administration-090-Invalidate a service [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to show that :
- The administrator can invalid a service
- The invalid service is not visible by the users except the administrator
Preconditions:

EO4wildlife.eu
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Connect as an administrator
Have in the database a service
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application as
an administrator
1

Click on 'Test services', and
search a service in state
'ready'

The administrator can invalid the
service

Change the status to 'invalid'
Search again the service
2
Modify the service

3

Disconnect the session, and
connect as a user
Search the invalid service

Execution type:

The service is available for the
administrator
He can modify it
The invalid service is not accessible
to others users except for the
administrator

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-InvMeta-0485/T: Invalidation of a service

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

A front end patch is required to display or not display a service in the service catalogue.
Service for which the validation is still in progress are displayed in red text.
We validate this functionality all along the project.

2.3 Test Suite: Integration of products and services
2.3.1 Test Suite: Description of a product
Test Case EO4WF-6: EO4-Product-010-Creation of the metadata product from scratch [Version : 1]
Summary:

EO4wildlife.eu
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This test case describes how to generate a product description from scratch :
- All fields are mandatory to create a description of product :
·

Product ID

·

Product name

·

Overview

·

Full description

·

Product Provider Identifier

·

Category

·

Download URL: access point to extract the product

·

Display URL: access point to display the product, when available

·

GetDescription: access point to get the dataset description, when available

·

Product level: L2, L3, L4,..

·

The projection, when needed

·

The updating frequency and time if any

·

GetSize: access point to get the estimated size of an extraction

·

Credentials: login and password to extract product (when required)

- When a product provider begin to describe a product, the metadata is in the 'in progress' state
- It is possible to import automatically the dataset description
- After creation, the product metadata is pushed into the product catalogue
- A creation date/time of the metadata is created automatically
- The update date/time of the metadata is equal to the creation date/time the first time
- After creation, the metadata product is set to 'to validate' by the system
- It is possible to upload a quicklook
- The metadata product after creation is not accessible by the product discovery
- It is possible during the description, to save temporarily its form, and complete it later in another session
EO4wildlife.eu
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Preconditions:
Connect with product provider profile
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

The system displays the different
information required to the description
Connect to the application :
with a product provider
profile
Product ID, Product name, Overview,
Full description, Product provider
Select the 'product
identifier, Category, Download URL,
description', then the
Display URL, Getdescription, Product
create option
level, The projection, The updating
frequency and time, GetSize, and
Credentials

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

An error message is displayed
2

Validate the creation
All mandatory fields are marked in red

3

Complete the fields :
Product ID, Product name,
Overview, Full description,
The list contains: Ocean, Atmosphere or
Product provider identifier
Sea Ice
Open the predefined list of
Category
A window appears to download URL to
extract the product

4

Click on Download URL

5

Select an URL and click on
The URL is validated
'validate' button

6

Click on Display URL

A window appears to get the URL to
display the product

7

Close the windows

The URL is not selected

Click again on Display URL
8

9

Select an URL and click on
'validate' button
Complete Product level
and the Projection

The URL is selected

A window appears to select a dataset
description

Click on GetDescription

10

EO4wildlife.eu

Select a description and
click on 'validate' button

A message appears : the system asks
the product provider if he wants to
import automatically the description :
variables, time coverage, temporal
resolution, geographical coverage,
spatial resolution
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The description is not imported
automatically
11

Don't validate the
message

12

Click again on
GetDescription, and
validate the message

The description is imported
automatically : variables, time
coverage, temporal resolution,
geographical coverage, spatial
resolution

13

Complete GetSize

If an URL does not exist, the product
provider enters a default size for an
extraction

14

Select the created product
It is possible to upload a quicklook for
metadata, and click on
the metadata product
upload a quicklook

15

Save the form and quit the
The user is disconnected
session

16

Connect again and go to
'product description'

The product provider has to complete
manually the description : variables,
time coverage, temporal resolution,
geographical coverage, spatial
resolution

The user finds the product description
already saved, and he can complete it
The metadata product is in the 'In
progress' state
The metadata product is created, and
the system set it to the 'to validate'
state

17

Validate the creation

The metadata product is pushed into
the product catalogue
The system generates automatically a
creation date/time of the metadata
The update date/time of the metadata
is equals to the creation date/time

Disconnect the session
and reconnect
18
Search the created
metadata product
Execution type:

The metadata product is not accessible
by the product discovery
It is visible only by the administrator

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4wildlife.eu
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EO4-FCT-DescProd-0060/T: Creation of metadata product
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0070/T: State after creation metadata product
Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The product metadata description can be performed through the Geonetwork interface, not
fully compliant with the test description.

Test Case EO4WF-7: EO4-Product-020-Creation of the metadata product from an existing catalogue [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to create a metadata product from an existing catalogue :
- When a product provider begin to describe a product, the metadata is in the 'In progress' state
- We can complete the missing information not available in the external catalogue
- The metadata product state is 'to validated' after creation
- The product metadata is pushed into the product catalogue
- It is possible during the description, to save temporarily its form, and complete it later in another session
Preconditions:
Connect as product provider
#:

1

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the
application with a
product provider
profile
Select the 'product
description', then
the 'harvest' option

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

The following fields are displayed : the catalogue
URL to harvest, the product identifier for the
product, and the credentials if required

An error message is displayed
2

EO4wildlife.eu

Validate

The fields URL and product identifier are
mandatory
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We get the available information in the form
which includes all the fields of the creation :

3

Product ID, Product name, Overview, Full
Complete the fields description, Product provider identifier,
Category, Download URL, Display URL,
Getdescription, Product level, The projection,
Validate the
The updating frequency and time, GetSize, and
request to the
Credentials
external
If the harvest from the external catalog is not
supported by the system (error in URL or in
content), an error message is displayed.

4

Complete or
modify some
information

5

Save the form and
The user is disconnected
quit the session

6

The user finds the product description already
Connect again and
saved, and he can complete it
go to 'product
description'
The metadata product is in the 'In progress' state

We can complete the missing information not
available in the external catalogue

The product metadata is created, and is pushed
into the product catalogue
The state of product metadata is 'to validate'
7

Validate the
information

The system generates automatically a creation
date/time of the metadata
The update date/time of the metadata is equals
to the creation date/time

8

Disconnect the
session and
reconnect

The metadata product is not accessible by the
product discovery

Search the created It is visible only by the administrator
metadata product
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0030/T: Save and complete later the description
EO4-FCT-GEN-0040/T: Error message
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0050/T: Description of a new product
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0060/T: Creation of metadata product
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0070/T: State after creation metadata product

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

EO4wildlife.eu
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Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Public

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The product metadata description can be harvested through the Geonetwork interface. The
platform team harvested the CMEMS and CLS datastore metadata.

Test Case EO4WF-8: EO4-Product-030-Modification of the metadata product [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of this test case is to show that :
- It is possible to modify a metadata product
- When the metadata is modified, it comes back to the state 'in progress'
- The modification and the updating of the metadata is only possible by the creator of the metadata or a product
provider of same organization
- The metadata product returns to the state 'to validate'
- The update date/time of the metadata is modified
- The system updates automatically the time coverage information
Preconditions:
You must have three login :
- The product provider PP1 who has created the metadata products MP1 and MP2
- A product provider PP2 not in the same organization as the created of the metadata products
- A product provider PP3 of same organization as the creator of the metadata products
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application with the
user PP2
1
Select the metadata product MP1
and modify the fields

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The user PP2 cannot modify
the fields

Connect to the application with the It is possible de modify the
fields
user PP1
2
Select the metadata product MP1
and modify the fields
EO4wildlife.eu

All fields can be modified
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The metadata pass into the
state 'in progress'
The metadata product returns
to the state 'to validate'

3

Save the modifications

The update date/time of the
metadata is modified
The system updates
automatically the time
coverage information
The user PP3 can modify the
metadata. All fields can be
modified

4

The metadata product returns
Repeat the two precedents steps to to the state 'to validate'
the user PP3 and the metadata
product MP2
The update date/time of the
metadata is modified
The system updates
automatically the time
coverage information

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-DescProd-0080/T: Modification of metadata product
EO4-FCT-DescProd-0100/T: Updating the time coverage

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The Geonetwork metadata Editor allows the modification of product metadata. EO4wildlife
relies on external products and we didn't use it during the project.

Test Case EO4WF-9: EO4-Product-040-Delete of the metadata product [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test case describes that :

EO4wildlife.eu
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- The product provider cannot delete a metadata product, except if the metadata is in progress
- He can change the state from 'valid' to 'invalid'
Preconditions:
Connect as product provider
Have in the database a product metadata in state 'in progress', 'to validate', 'validated' and 'invalid'
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application as a
product provider
1
Select a metadata product in state
'invalid' and delete it
2

3

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

It is not possible to delete
the metadata product

Select a metadata product in state It is not possible to delete
'to validate' and delete it
the metadata

Select a metadata product in state
'in progress' and delete it

It is possible to delete the
metadata
The metadata product is
deleted

4

Select a metadata product in state It is not possible to delete
'validated' and delete it
the metadata product

5

Modify the state 'validated' to
'invalid'

Execution type:

Manual

It is possible to modify the
state to 'invalid'

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-DescProd-0090/T: Delete of metadata product

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The invalidation/delete workflow of a metadata is not implemented.

2.3.2 Test Suite: Description of a service
Test Case EO4WF-10: EO4-Service-010-Creation of a service metadata [Version : 1]
Summary:

EO4wildlife.eu
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The purpose of this test case is to show that we can create a service metadata.
- All fields are mandatory to create a description of service :
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Service ID
Service name
Input product: ARGOS or in situ locations (CSV or XML file, or URL for extraction)
Parameters: Any value required to process the input product (threshold values for a filter, interpolation step
or selection of the ARGOS location class to consider for a track computation for instance)
Available output products and associated formats:
o File: CSV, netcdf, KML, PDF report
o URL: HTTP/WMS, HTTP/WFS, HTTP/WCS to visualize the result
o Auxiliary data: identifier of any additional product with a list of:
▪ Protocol used to access the service
▪ URL access when dynamic auxiliary data have to be loaded by the service
▪ Login/password to access the product
▪ If an auxiliary data is static, as a configuration file, it could be just mentioned in the
description of the service
Overview
Full description
Category: predefined values from the catalogue
Type of service: track processing, filter, behaviour monitoring, thematic
Required Resources:
o Physical resources required to run the service: memory, disk, OS, software
o Operational service level : on demand, on line, replicated:
▪ On demand: when a user runs the service
▪ On line: the service is deployed to be accessible quickly
▪ Replicated: a high level of availability is required
o Target : EO4wildlife platform or server URL (Scientist server) where is deployed the service
o Nominal duration in seconds: this information provides the nominal elapsed time for a typical
amount of input
Service Provider Identifier: Organization and Name

When a service provider begins to describe a service, the metadata is in the 'in progress' state
After creation, the service metadata is pushed into the service catalogue
A creation date/time of the metadata is created automatically
The update date/time of the metadata is equal to the creation date/time the first time
After creation, the metadata service is set to "to validate" by the system
The metadata service after creation is not accessible by the service discovery
It is possible during the description, to save temporarily its form, and complete it later in another session
Preconditions:
Connect as a service provider
EO4wildlife.eu
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Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

The system displays the different
information required to the description :

1

Connect to the
application with a service
Service ID, Service name, Input product,
provider profile
Parameters, Available output products and
associated formats, Auxiliary data,
Select the 'service
Overview, Full description, Category, Type
description', then the
of service, Required resources,
'create' option
Operational service level, Target, Nominal
duration, Service Provider Identifier
An error message is display

2

Validate
All mandatory fields are marked in red
Complete the fields :
Service ID, Service name,
Input product,
Parameters

3

An error message is displayed

In the field Output
The format is different from the required
products, set a file with a
format different of : CSV,
netcdf, KML and PDF
report
Set a good format
An error message is displayed

4

Set an URL different
of HTTP/WMS,
HTTP/WFS, HTTP/WCS
Set a good URL
In Auxiliary data, fill all
fields : Protocol, URL
access, Login/password

5
Set an Overview and a
full description

The URL is different from the required

The values of category is predefined from
the catalogue: turtle, birds, marine
mammals, fish, protected areas

Go to the field Category
6

Open the list of values of It contains : track processing, filter,
Type of service
behaviour monitoring, thematic

7

Open the list of values of The physical resources are: memory, disk,
Resources
OS, software

8

Open the list of values of It contains : on demand, on line and
Operational service level replicated
Select one level
operational service

9

The user is disconnected
Fill the Target, the
Nominal duration and

EO4wildlife.eu
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the Service provider
Identifier
Save the form and quit
the session
Connect again
10

The description of the service metadata
already completed are available

It is possible to complete the description
Go to 'Service
description' and 'Create'
option
The service metadata is in the state 'in
progress'
The service metadata is created, and the
system set it to the 'to validate' state

11

Complete or modify the
description
Validate the creation

The service metadata is pushed into the
service catalogue
The system generates automatically a
creation date/time of the metadata
The update date/time of the metadata is
equals to the creation date/time

12

Disconnect of the session
The service metadata is not accessible by
and connect
the service discovery
Search the created
service metadata

Execution type:

It is visible only by the administrator

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0030/T: Save and complete later the description
EO4-FCT-GEN-0040/T: Error message
EO4-FCT-DescServ-0110/T: Description of a new service
EO4-FCT-DescServ-0120/T: State after creation service metadata

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

EO4wildlife.eu

The service metadata description was performed through a json template archived in a
GITLAB project.
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Test Case EO4WF-11: EO4-Service-020-Modification of the service metadata [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of this test case is to show that :
- It is possible to modify a service metadata
- When the metadata is modified, it comes back to the state 'in progress'
- The modification and the updating of the metadata is only possible by the creator of the metadata or a service
provider of same organization
- The metadata service returns to the state 'to validate'
- The update date/time of the metadata is modified
- The system updates automatically the time coverage information
Preconditions:
You must have three login :
- The service provider SP1 who has created the service metadata SM1 and SM2
- A service provider SP2 not in the of same organization as the created of the service metadata
- A service provider SP3 of same organization as the created of the service metadata
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application with the
user SP2
1
Select the service metadata SM1
and modify the fields

2

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The user SP2 cannot modify
the fields

It is possible de modify the
Connect to the application with the fields
user SP1
All fields can be modified
Select the service metadata SM1
and modify the fields
The metadata pass into the
state 'In progress'
The service metadata returns
to the state 'to validate'

3

Save the modifications

The update date/time of the
metadata is modified
The system updates
automatically the time
coverage information

EO4wildlife.eu
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The user SP3 can modify the
metadata. All fields can be
modified

4

Repeat the two precedents steps
to the user SP3 and the service
metadata SM2

The service metadata returns
to the state 'to validate'
The update date/time of the
metadata is modified
The system updates
automatically the time
coverage information

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-DescServ-0130/T: Modification of service metadata

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The service metadata description was performed through a json template archived in a
GITLAB project. The deployment of updates were performed by the platform team.

Test Case EO4WF-12: EO4-Service-030-Delete of the service metadata [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test case describes that :
- The service provider cannot delete a service metadata except if the metadata is 'in progress'
- He can change the state from 'valid' to 'invalid'
Preconditions:
Connect as a service provider
Have in the database a service metadata in state 'in progress', 'to validate', 'validated' and 'invalid'
#:
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Step actions:

Expected Results:
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Connect to the application as a
service provider
1
Select a service metadata in state
'invalid' and delete it

It is not possible to delete
the service metadata

2

Select a service in state 'In
progress' and delete it

It is possible to delete the
metadata service

3

Select a service in state 'validated' It is not possible to delete
and delete it
the metadata service

4

Select a service metadata in state It is not possible to delete
'valid' and delete it
the service metadata

5

Modify the state 'valid' to
'invalid'

Execution type:

Manual

It is possible to modify the
state to 'invalid'

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-DescServ-0140/T: Delete of service metadata

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The service metadata management was performed through a GITLAB project.

2.3.3 Test Suite: Upload a service
Test Case EO4WF-13: EO4-Service-040-Upload a service [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test case describes how to upload a service
If the upload is run without error, the service switches to the 'uploaded' state

Preconditions:
Connect as a service provider
Have describe one service S1 with error
Have describe one service S2 without error
#:
EO4wildlife.eu

Step actions:

Expected Results:
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Connect to the application with a
service provider profile
1

Select the service S1

The upload is run with
an error

Click on 'upload'
Select the service S2

The upload is run
without error

2
Click on 'upload'
Execution type:

The state of the service
is 'uploaded'

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0040/T: Error message
EO4-FCT-UplServ-0160/T: Uploading a new service

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The platform team was in charge of the integration/deployment of services in the platform.
Several updates of services were delivered through a specific GIT project. We did not have
the access to the deployment console to test it, but it works!

Test Case EO4WF-26: EO4-Service-050-Delete a service [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to show that :
- A delete is only possible during the service is 'to upload'
- The service provider can delete it
Preconditions:
Connect as a service provider
Have in the database a service in state 'to upload', 'uploaded', 'ready'
#:
1
EO4wildlife.eu

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect as a service provider

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The service is deleted
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Select a service in state 'to upload',
and delete it
Select a service in state 'uploaded'
2
Delete it
Select a service in state 'ready'
3
Delete it
Execution type:

It is not possible de
delete it
It is not possible de
delete it

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Services are managed though Git. Once the service is removed in the backend, the front will
automatically update the list of available services.

2.4 Test Suite: Discovery, service run and display
2.4.1 Test Suite: Discover a product
Test Case EO4WF-14: EO4-Product-050-Discover a product [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of this test case is to show how to discover a product:
- Any user has access to 'Discover product'
- The search criteria are:
. The search criteria are:
Categories
Keywords
Contact for resource
Begin and end dates
EO4wildlife.eu
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Product type
Provider
Years
Update frequencies
Geographical coverage
- Once the user fills all inputs and press 'search' button, the application shows the number of matching products and
the search criteria
- Only the validated products are displayed in the result
- For each matching product we have:
. The product name
. A brief description of the product
. The time coverage
. A 'quick look' option of the product if available
. The 'display' option
. The 'download' option
. A 'more info' option
- It is possible to sort the result of the research by time coverage or by product name
Preconditions:
Connect with any user
Have in the database, a product with the status 'invalid', 'to validate', 'validated', 'in progress'
#:

1

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the
application with
any user

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The screen will show the EO4wildlife catalog

Click on
'Products' section
The search criteria are:
2

EO4wildlife.eu

Go to the bloc
Search product

Categories
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Keywords
Contact for resource
Begin and end dates
Product type
Provider
Years
Update frequencies
Geographical coverage
3

Open the list of
The list of values contains the values : ocean,
values of Product
atmosphere, sea ice
type
Enter several
criteria in the
bloc search
product

The number of matching products is displayed

Press on Search
button

Only validated products are displayed in the
result

5

Sort the search
result by name

It is possible to sort by name

6

Sort the search
result by time
coverage

It is possible to sort by time coverage

7

Go to the result

For each matching product we have: product
name, brief description of the product, time
coverage, 'quick look' option of the product if
available, 'display' option, 'download' option,
'more info' option

8

Press on 'more
info' option

The product detailed information are displayed

9

Press on 'display'
The product is displayed
option

10

Press on 'quick
The product is displayed if available
look' (if available)

Execution type:

Manual

4

The search criteria are shown, and it is possible
to clean and to refresh the criteria

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0170/T: Discovering a product
EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0180/T: Availability of product

Execution Details
Build
EO4wildlife.eu

V3
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Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Public

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The Geonetwork web interface was integrated into the platform to provide the product
discovery service

Test Case EO4WF-15: EO4-Product-060- Extract a product [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to show that :
- The user can extract part of the data product, and save it locally or in the platform with a retention duration
- The extracted data should be less than 1 Gb
Preconditions:
Connect with any user
Have in the catalogue a product with a capacity less than 1 Gb, and an another with a capacity more than 1Gb
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application with any
user
1

Click on 'Discover product' function

The result of the research
is displayed

Enter one or several criteria and press
on 'search'

2

Select one product for which the data
capacity is more than 1 Gb
Click on 'download' option

3

Select one product for which the data
capacity is less than 1 Gb
Click on 'download' option

An error message is
displayed
The extracted data should
be less than 1 Gb
The user can extract part
of the data product and
display it
There is two possibilities
to save the extraction

4

Save the extraction

- locally
- in the platform

EO4wildlife.eu
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5

Save the extracted product locally.

The extracted product is
saved locally

6

Repeat the previous two steps for the
case where the extraction is saved in
the platform

The extracted product is
saved in the platform

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-GEN-0040/T: Error message
EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0190/T: Extraction of part of the data product
EO4-FCT-DiscProd-0200/T: Capacity of the extracted data

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

see Earth Observation download product service

2.4.2 Test Suite: Discover a service
Test Case EO4WF-16: EO4-Service-060-Discover a service [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of this test case is to show how to discover a service:
- Any user has access to 'Discover service' function
- Only the validated services are available to the users
- The search criteria are :
. Category : turtle, marine mammals, fish, protected marine area
. Service type : track processing, filter, behaviour monitoring, thematic
. Service provider
. Output protocol/formats : wms, wfs, ftp, netcdf, pdf
- The results are displayed in a list with the search criteria and the number of matching services
- For each matching service we have :

EO4wildlife.eu
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. The service ID and the name
. The description of the service
. The target to access the service: EO4wildlife platform or server URL
. A 'More info' button to access to the detailed description of the service
Preconditions:
Connect as any user
Have in the database services in state 'to validate', 'in progress', 'invalid' and 'validated'
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application
with any user
1
Click on 'Discover
service' function

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The screen shows EO4wildlife services
catalog.

2

Go to the bloc Search
service

The search criteria are: Category,
Service type, Service provider and
Output protocol/formats

3

Open the list of values of
Category

The list of values contains : turtle,
birds, marine mammals, fish,
protected marine area

4

Open the list of values of
Service type

The list of values contains : track
processing, filter, behaviour
monitoring, thematic

5

Open the list of values of
Output Protocol/Formats

The list of values contains : wms, wfs,
ftp, netcdf, pdf
The result is displayed in a list

6

Press on the button
'Search'

The number of matching services is
displayed
Only the validated services are
available
For each service, are displayed :

7

-

The service ID and name

-

The description of the service

Go to the bloc result
- The target to access the service:
EO4wildlife platform or server URL
- A 'More Info' button to access to
the detailed description of the service

EO4wildlife.eu
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Select one service and click The detailed description of the service
on 'More info'
is displayed
The number of matching services is
displayed

9

Search again a service but
with one or more criteria

Execution type:

Manual

The search criteria are shown, and it is
possible to clean and to refresh the
criteria

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0210/T: Discovering a service
EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0220/T: Availability of service

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The service catalogue is in place with a detailed description providing references on the
implementation of the service and a description of the input parameters

Test Case EO4WF-17: EO4-Service-070-Save a service [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to show that
- We can save a service in a cart or in bookmark
Preconditions:
Connect as any user
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application with
any user
1

Click on 'Discover
service' function

The results are displayed

Select one or more criteria and
click on 'search'

EO4wildlife.eu
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The detailed description of the
service is displayed
2

Select one service and click on
'More info' button

Select 'Save into a cart'
3
Go the "My cart"

There are two options : 'Save
into a cart' and 'Save as a
bookmark'
The service is accessible in the
cart

Back to the search
4

Select another service, and
then 'Save as a bookmark'

The service is accessible in the
bookmark

Go to the bookmark
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-DiscServ-0230/T: Saving a service

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

This feature was not implemented.

2.4.3 Test Suite: Run a service
Test Case EO4WF-146: EO4-Service-370: Interoperability Seabird Tracking Database [Version : 1]
Summary:
This service pushes tracking data from the Seabird Tracking Database into the EO4wildlife platform.
Preconditions:
The user needs to have a user account in the Seabird Tracking Database.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Public

Execution duration
(min):
Test Case EO4WF-145: EO4-Service-360: XML to CSV Converter (right-click) [Version : 1]
Summary:
This service converts XML outputs in CSV files by right-clicking on the file to be converted.
Preconditions:
Data is already in XML format
#:

Expected
Results:

Step actions:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Go to My Workspace > process_dir

1

Open a folder with outputs,
eg. redundancyfilter20181211124624 > out

Output: CSV
file

Right-click on the XML file and request to
Download as CSV
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

For the seabird dataset:
Converter: missing the column “Model” for the services:
XML to CSV Converter, On-land discard filter, Speed filter, Earth Observation per location,
Earth Observation statistics per location, Great circle distance to colony, Great circle distance
to nearest seamount, Location interval downsampling, Environmental envelop identifier
For the marine mammal dataset:
Converter: missing the column “animalID” for the services:
Marine Mammals XLS to XML Converter, Great circle distance to nearest sea canyon (also
missing column distance to nearest sea canyon), Great circle distance to shore
For the sea turtle dataset:
Converter: missing the column “Model” for the services:
Earth Observation statistics per location, Great circle distance to nearest seamount

Related Bugs
EO4wildlife.eu

EOW-226 : [Open] : Converter XML to CSV
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Test Case EO4WF-118: EO4-Service-070-Speed filter [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service filters location data, using the McConnell et al. (1992) algorithm.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

Select the chosen service: Speed filter
2

The service box is displayed
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
•

3

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Speed (km/h)=

Then Launch

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: locations with
speeds higher than the input
threshold are filtered out
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

4

•

The service is running
Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
Wait for a
ps.xml
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
Speed (km/h)=50
iled status

Then Launch

5

Output: locations with
speeds higher than the input
threshold are filtered out

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

EO4wildlife.eu

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Results are displayed
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Execution
type:

Public

Manual

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):

Test Case EO4WF-115: EO4-Service-040-Argos location filter [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service filters animal tracking datasets based on Argos Location Class, eliminating location classes indicated by
the user. The classes of location quality described by the ARGOS manual are the following (in order of decreasing
quality): G, 3, 2, 1, 0, A, B, Z
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

Select the chosen service: Argos location filter
2

The service box is displayed
For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
•

3

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
ARGOS location classes=Z,B,A

Then Launch
EO4wildlife.eu

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
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Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: locations with the
Argos classes input in the
parameters are filtered out
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

4

•

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

The service is running
Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
Wait for a
ps.xml
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
ARGOS location classes=Z,B,A
iled status

Then Launch

Output: locations with the
Argos classes input in the
parameters are filtered out

5

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):

Test Case EO4WF-114: EO4-Service-030: XML to CSV Converter [Version : 1]

EO4wildlife.eu
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Summary:
This service takes as input an EO4wildlife XML file and converts it into one or more CSV files.
The service produces a CSV file with a column for each distinct list of elements found in the XML structure. Location
data and associated information is the main output of the function, and the resulting CSV retains the input file's
basename.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already available in My Workspace in the XML format (this can be the output of the executed
services and data can be found under process_dir)
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: XML to CSV
Converter

The service box is displayed

Executi Executi
on
on
notes: Status:

Go to Service/Workflow Executions
For the sea turtle dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out execution
results

Enter the parameters values:
•

3

The service is running
XML file=NewTurtleTest.xml
Wait for a ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status

Then Launch

Output: 2 files are created and the file
"NewTurtleTestAnimals.csv" contains the
animal observation ID
Go to Service/Workflow Executions

For the marine mammal dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out execution
results

Enter the parameters values:

The service is running

4
•

XML file=MarineMammals.xml

Wait for a ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status

Then Launch
Output: 3 csv files are created and the file
"MarineMammalsAnimals.csv" contains the
animal observation ID
Go to Service/Workflow Executions

For the seabird dataset.
5

Enter the parameters values:

EO4wildlife.eu

Follow the Go to folder > out execution
results
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•

The service is running
XML file=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PT
T_RPhillips.xml
Wait for a ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status
Then Launch
Output: 2 csv files are created and the file
"GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
psAnimals.csv" contains the animal
observation ID
6

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Results are displayed

Execution
Manual
type:
Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requirem
None
ents
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Passed
Result:
Execution
Manual
Mode:
Execution
duration
(min):
Execution For the marine mammal dataset:
notes
Used the ‘MarineMammals_shortestdistancetoshore_20181211.xml’ created in service Great circle
distance to shore.
1 csv file is created - ‘MarineMammals_shortestdistancetoshore_20181211Animals.csv’ – that contains
animal ID but not the distance to shore

Test Case EO4WF-112: EO4-Service-010: Advanced CSV to XML Converter [Version : 1]
Summary:
This service takes as input an animal tracking dataset following the Seabirds.csv format including metadata and
converts it into an XML file.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the CSV format

EO4wildlife.eu
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Executi Executi
on
on
notes: Status:

#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is displayed

Passed

2

Select the chosen service: Advanced CSV to
XML Converter

The service box is displayed

Passed

Go to Service/Workflow Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:

Follow the Go to folder > out execution
results

•

3

The service is running
Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT
_RPhillips.csv
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed status
Then Launch
Output: 1 xml file "GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RP
hillips.xml" created

Passed

Execution
Manual
type:
Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requireme
None
nts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Passed
Result:
Execution
Manual
Mode:
Execution
duration
(min):
Related
Bugs

EOW-209 : [Open] : Description: Advanced CSV to XML Converter

Test Case EO4WF-28: EO4-Service-090-Save a new service without errors [Version : 1]
Summary:

EO4wildlife.eu
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The purpose of the test is to show that :
- A user can create a service as a workflow of a selection of services
- Typical steps of a workflow definition can be thematic or global
- The system checks that the output of the current step is compliant as an input of the following steps, otherwise an
error message is displayed
- The EO4WildLife system checks the validity of the workflow:
· The output of a step has to be compliant with the input of the following step
· All required parameters and auxiliary data should be available
. All auxiliary data and service steps should be declared as valid in the catalogue
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have in the cart many services
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application as a user
1
Open the bookmark

2

Select three services to add to
workflow

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

The bookmark contains
many services

The services are available in
the input container

Click on 'Add service to workflow'
3

It is possible to fit the
Fit service position in the workflow position of service in the
workflow

4

Remove one service from the
currently workflow

The service is removed

5

Add the service again to the
workflow

The service is added

6

Go to the steps of a workflow
definition

The typical steps can be
thematic or global

Select an output of the step 1 to be
compliant with the input of the
following step 2
7
Select an output of the step 2 to be
compliant with the input of the
following step 3

EO4wildlife.eu

The output/input are
selected
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Fill in all parameters with a valid
values
A windows appears to name
Fill in the auxiliary data with a valid
the service
values

8

Save
Give a name for the workflow
9
Validate
10

Add this service to the bookmark

Execution type:

Manual

The workflow is saved as a
new service.
The new service is added to
the bookmark

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0250/T: Creating a service as workflow
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0260/T: Validity of a run
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0270/T: The steps of a workflow definition

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The platform management team formalized the integration test plan before the deployment
in the operational environment. Even if there is no service status management in place
except by patch of the front end, we can consider this test as passed.

Test Case EO4WF-143: EO4-Service-350-Light-based geolocation [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service estimates submarine trajectories based on light measurements.
Preconditions:
Input animal tag data archive in ZIP format and available in My Workspace. The archive file must be named with the
platform ID, e.g. '86242.zip'
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Light-based
geolocation

The service box is displayed

EO4wildlife.eu
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Enter the parameters values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Tracking data=BlueFinTuna.zip
Model=Wildlife Computers
Program Id=MK10
Deployment longitude=14.621
Deployment latitude=42.832
Deployment date=2009-06-14
Detachment longitude=19.045
Detachment latitude=30.642
Detachment date=2010-03-05

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status

Then Launch

Output: submarine trajectories
are estimated using light-based
geolocation

4

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Result is displayed

Execution
type:

Manual

Estimated
exec. duration
(min):
Requirements [Functionals requirements] EO4-FCT-RunServ-0660/T: The EO4wildlife platform implements a pelagic
fish scenario service.
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
40
duration (min):
Execution
notes

EO4wildlife.eu

The test is passed but the outputs are not pushed to the visualization. The XML output can be used
and processed by the speed filter service to generate a visualization. Here is the location from the
tag:
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And below the output of the light based geolocalization service:

EO4wildlife.eu
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Test Case EO4WF-117: EO4-Service-060-Spatial redundancy filter [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service filters out locations which are within a user distance for the same day.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
EO4wildlife.eu
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#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

Select the chosen service: Spatial redundancy filter
2

The service box is displayed
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
•

3

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Redundancy distance (m)=

Then Launch

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: locations within an
input distance for the same
day are filtered out
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

4

•

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

The service is running
Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
Wait for a
ps.xml
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
Redundancy distance (m)=10000
iled status

Then Launch

Output: locations within an
input distance for the same
day are filtered out

5

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

EO4wildlife.eu
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Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Failed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Public

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes
Related
Bugs

Although the service is not failing and a result is provided, locations in the same day which are within a
distance provided by the user are not being removed. Basically the resulting file is a copy of the original
input file (locations are not being filtered out).
EOW-221 : [Open] : Redundancy filter

Test Case EO4WF-113: EO4-Service-020: Basic CSV to XML Converter [Version : 1]
Summary:
This service takes as input an animal tracking dataset following the SeaTurtle.csv format (restricted to animal
identifier, timestamp and location) and converts it into an XML file.

Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the CSV format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue
button

The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Basic
CSV to XML Converter

The service box is displayed

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
3

•

Tracking
data=NewTurtleTest.csv

Then Launch

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status
Output: 1 xml file
"NewTurtleTest.xml" created

Execution type:
EO4wildlife.eu

Manual
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Public

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Notes: Issue in the description. The file SeaTurtle.csv does not exist in the direction suggested
(a file with this name does not exist at all). Also, the path to the folder is wrong. There is no
folder called documentation.
I would only keep:
a) ...Sea public-test-files/SeaTurtle.csv (or whatever file is there) in the My Workspace folder
for guidelines… (in the detailed description)
b) Change the name of the file (in the short description)

Related Bugs

EOW-210 : [Open] : Description: Basic CSV to XML Converter

Test Case EO4WF-87: EO4-Service-000: Marine Mammals XLS to XML Converter [Version : 1]
Summary:
This service takes as an input transect and observation data file in Marine Mammals xlsx format and converts it to an
XML file. For a description of the XML schema, please refer to the document
'EO4wildlife_How_to_Import_my_data_v1.0.pdf' in the public/documentation folder in My Workspace.
Preconditions:
Observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XLSX format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue
button

The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Marine
Mammals XLS to XML Converter

The service box is displayed

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

For the marine mammal dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
3

•

Follow the Go to folder > out
Tracking
data=MarineMammals.xlsx execution results

Then Launch

EO4wildlife.eu

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

The service is running

Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status
Output: 2 xml files created:
‘MarineMammals.xml’ and
‘MarineMammalsxTransects.xml’
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):

Test Case EO4WF-29: EO4-Service-100-Save a new service with errors [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test is to show that an error is displayed when saving in the following cases :
- If the output of a step is not compliant as an input of the following step
- If the auxiliary data are not available on the area of interest or over the time of interest
- Parameters are not all valuated by the user
- Any auxiliary data or service steps are not valid in the catalogue
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have an invalid service: the service is not in the ready state.
Have auxiliary data NOT valid: time of Interest not covering the input, area of interest not covering the input,
associated metadata invalid)
Have a parameter NOT valid (the user forgot to enter a value, or out of the expected min/max range)
#:

EO4wildlife.eu

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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notes:

Execution
Status:
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Public

Connect to the application as a
user
1

The services are added to the
Go to the bookmark, and add to workflow
the workflow two services for
which one of them is invalid
Fill in all parameters and fields
with valid information

2
Save and try to run the
workflow.

3

Remove the invalid service from
the workflow

An error message is displayed with
invalid service name.

The new service is added

Add a valid service
Select an output of step 1 not
compliant as an input of step 2
4

Fill in all parameters and fields
with valid information

An error message is displayed
detailing the problem with
input/output

Save
Select the output to be
compliant as an input of the
following step

5

Make invalid a metadata of an
auxiliary data used by the
second service

An error message is displaying the
invalid metadata name.

Fill in all others parameters
with a valid information
Save and run
Make valid the metadata of all
auxiliary data for services in the
workflow.
6

An error message is displaying the
Enter a parameter value out of parameter name, its value and
the min/max expected
authorized min/max values.
thresholds
Save and run
Enter only valid parameter
values.

7

EO4wildlife.eu

Select an input not compliant
with the area or time period
covered by an auxiliary data

An error message is displayed to
list the AOI and TOI and the
auxiliary data not compliant with
them.
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Save and run
8

Add the workflow in the
bookmark, even if invalid

Execution type:

Manual

The service is added

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0250/T: Creating a service as workflow
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0260/T: Validity of a run

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implement since there is no service status management implemented in the platform.

Test Case EO4WF-142: EO4-Service-340-Environmental niche model [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service uses the output of the EE Identifier service to predict potential habitat based on Environmental
Envelopes.
Preconditions:
Environmental Envelopes file is available
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services
Catalogue button

The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen
service: Environmental
niche model

The service box is displayed

For the seabird dataset.

Go to Service/Workflow Executions

Enter the parameters
values:

Follow the Go to folder > out execution
results

3

•
•
•
•

EO4wildlife.eu

Environmental
Envelops file=
Raster time
series=
List of the EO
variables=
Time granularity=

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed status
Output: a raster time series where each
point in the spatiotemporal grid is
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public

Spatial
granularity=
Date Min=
Date Max=
Longitude Min=
Longitude Max=
Latitude Min=
Latitude Max=

classified either as habitat (1) or no
habitat (NA)

Then Launch
4

See results in the Data
Visualisation panel

Execution type:

Manual

Result is displayed

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution Result:

Not run

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Requires the outputs from the Environmental Envelope Identifier service – which failed.

Test Case EO4WF-116: EO4-Service-050-On-land discard filter [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service discards locations falling on or near land.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

Select the chosen service: On-land discard filter
2

The service box is displayed
For the sea turtle dataset.

3

Enter the parameters values:
•

EO4wildlife.eu

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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•

Public

Distance thresholds (m)=

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Then Launch
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: location falling on
land or inside the input
parameter distance threshold
from the coast are filtered
out
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

4

•

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running

Tracking data=GreyWait for a
headedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
ps.xml
iled status
Distance thresholds (m)=50000
Output: location falling on
land or inside the input
parameter distance threshold
from the coast are filtered
out

Then Launch

Results are displayed
5

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution
Mode:

Public

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

Discard coastline not matching the visualization coastline

Related
Bugs

EOW-214 : [Open] : On-land discard filter

Test Case EO4WF-141: EO4-Service-330-Environmental envelope identifier [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service produces the thresholds for an envelope based environmental model.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
Tracking or observation data are already enriched with Earth Observation variables
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Environmental envelope identifier

The service box is
displayed

Executi Executi
on
on
notes: Status:

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

•
•
•

3

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhillips_eoperlo
cation_20181212.xml (enriched file)
Envelope max=95
Envelope min=70
EO Parameters=sea_surface_height_above_geoid,
mole_concentration_of_phytoplankton_expressed_as_
carbon_in_sea_water,
sea_surface_height_above_geoid

Then Launch

EO4wildlife.eu

Follow the Go to folder
> out execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/Proc
essFailed status
Output: a csv file
containing the
Environmental Envelop
(EE) boundaries that will
serve as input to the
Environmental niche
model service
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Public

Execution
Manual
type:
Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requirem
None
ents
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Failed
Result:
Execution
Manual
Mode:
Execution
duration
(min):
Related
Bugs

EOW-229 : [Open] : Environmental envelope identifier

Test Case EO4WF-30: EO4-Service-110-Run a service [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test case is to prove that a user can run a service :
- The system asks the user if he wants to update the parameters
- A run can be executed for 100 million of input positions
- The user must confirm the execution of the run
- A typical execution time is displayed
- The user can save the results of the run with a run identifier
- After the run, a mail is send to the user, describing the status of execution for each step of the workflow and
including the way to access to the steps outputs he selected (WMS, PDF report...)
- A history of all executions is available

Preconditions:

EO4wildlife.eu
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Connect as a user
Have in the bookmark at least one service coming from a workflow (For example the service created in the test EO4Service-090)
#:

1

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the application
as a user

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

The user has at least one service
coming from a workflow

Open the bookmark
2

Select the service
Select the service

3
Press the button 'Run'

The user can access to the step outputs
and the auxiliary data involved in the
process
A message is displayed
The system asks the users if he wants to
update the parameters
All parameters are not displayed for
any update

4

Press on 'No'
The current values of the parameters
are used in the run
A message is displayed

5

Press the button 'Run'

6

Don’t validate the message

The user must confirm or not the
execution
The execution is not running
The service is running

7

Press the button 'Run' and
validate the message

The run can be executed for 100 million
of input positions
The service is run

8

Wait for execution

A typical execution time is displayed to
the user as the sum of the nominal
durations of the involved services
The user can save the results of the run
with a run identifier

9

Save the result of the run
The run identifier is generated by the
system
The user receives a mail describing the
status of execution for each step of the
workflow and including the way to
access to the steps outputs he selected
(WMS, PDF report...).

10

Check the mail inbox of the
user

11

Click in the mail on the links
All access links work correctly
to access to the display of

EO4wildlife.eu
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the inputs, outputs and
auxiliary data of the run

12

Select now from the
bookmark another service

The system asks the user if he wants to
update the parameters

Press the button 'Run'
13

14

Press on 'Yes'

All the parameters are displayed for any
update

Fill in all parameters with a
valid one

The service is run

Use several auxiliary data
Press the button 'Run' and
validate the message

When several auxiliary data are used
during the process, the EO4wildlife
platform allows the user to select and
display them in distinct layers
A history of all executions is available

15

Execution type:

Go to the bloc 'Service runs
The user can quickly visualize the
outputs'
different runs he made and results he
got
Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0240/T: Running a service
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0250/T: Creating a service as workflow
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0280/T: Running a workflow
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0290/T: Saving a run result of a workflow
EO4-FCT-RunServ-0310/T: Visualization of all runs of a workflow
EO4-PRF-RunServ-0330/T: Execution of a run

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The mailing to inform the user of the end of the execution is not implemented, but this test
case is considered as passed. Note that the log content is dynamically refreshed through the
front end web interface.

Test Case EO4WF-140: EO4-Service-320-Species distribution models using GLMs [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service performs Generalized Linear Modelling (GLM) on presence-absence data. Presence-absence data refers
to a dataset of time-stamped geo-locations, where each point indicates the presence or absence of an animal. This
EO4wildlife.eu
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service takes as input: 1) presence-absence data; 2) relevant EO variables sampled at each presence or absence
point; 3) modelling parameters. The output is a 'BIOMOD.models.out' object saved as an RData file.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
Tracking or observation data is already enriched with pseudo-absence locations
Tracking or observation data and pseudo-absence locations are already enriched with Earth Observation variables
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Species
distribution models using GLMs

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

The service box is displayed

For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeo
rgia_PTT_RPhillips_pseudoa
bsencespolygonarea_20181
211_eoperlocation_201812
11.xml (enriched with
pseudo-absences and EO
data)
Model type=quadratic
Interaction level=0
Information criteria=AIC
Data split=70
Variable importance=10
Evaluation runs=10
EO
Parameters=sea_water_pot
ential_temperature,
sea_surface_height_above_
geoid,
mass_concentration_of_chl
orophyll_a_in_sea_water

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFail
ed status
Output:
"BIOMOD.models.out" object
saved as a RData file

Then Launch
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution Result:

Failed

EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution Mode:

Public

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Related Bugs

EOW-228 : [Open] : Species distribution models using GLMs

Test Case EO4WF-139: EO4-Service-310-Species distribution models using GAMs [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service performs Generalized Additive Modelling (GAM) on presence-absence data. Presence-absence data
refers to a dataset of time stamped geo-locations, where each point indicates the presence or absence of an animal.
This service takes as input: 1) presence-absence data; 2) relevant EO variables sampled at each point (presence or
absence point); 3) modelling parameters. The output is a 'BIOMOD.models.out' object saved as a RData file.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
Tracking or observation data is already enriched with pseudo-absence locations
Tracking or observation data and pseudo-absence locations are already enriched with Earth Observation variables
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services
is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Species distribution models using GAMs

The service box is
displayed

Enter the parameters values:

3

•
•
•
•
•

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhillips_pseudoabsencesp
olygonarea_20181211_eoperlocation_20181211.xml (enriched
with pseudo-absences and EO data)
K model value=4
Data split=70
Variable importance=100
Evaluation runs=10
EO Parameters=sea_water_potential_temperature,
sea_surface_height_above_geoid,
mass_concentration_of_chlorophyll_a_in_sea_water

Then Launch
EO4wildlife.eu

Exec
ution
Statu
s:

Go to
Service/Workflow
Executions

For the seabird dataset.

•

Exec
ution
notes
:

Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium

Follow the Go to
folder > out
execution results
The service is
running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/
ProcessFailed
status
Output:
"BIOMOD.models.
out" object saved
as a RData file
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Public

Executi
on
Manual
type:
Estimat
ed exec.
duratio
n (min):
Require
None
ments
Executi
on
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Executi
on
Failed
Result:
Executi
on
Manual
Mode:
Executi
on
duratio
n (min):
Related
EOW-227 : [Open] : Species distribution models using GAMs
Bugs

Test Case EO4WF-88: EO4-Service-111: Run pelagic fish service [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to use the pelagic fish service as a black box. This service estimates submarine trajectories
based on light measurements.
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Once the user is connected to the
The panel to enter
platform, select in the service catalogue
parameters is displayed.
the Light-based geolocation service.
Enter the following inputs and
parameters:

2

EO4wildlife.eu

•
•
•
•
•

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

In the out folder of the
execution, check the log file
content and the successful
completion of the service.

tracking data : BlueFinTuna.zip
Model : Wildlife Computers
Check that a
Program Id: MK10
.eo4wildlife.xml output file
Deployment longitude: 14.621 is generated
Deployment latitude: 42.832
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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•
•
•
•

Public

Deployment date: 2009-06-14
Detachment longitude: 19.045
Detachment latitude: 30.642
Detachment date: 2010-03-05

Check the display of input
and output in the Data
Visualisation panel.

Select the publication checkboxes for
input and output display.
Launch the execution and go to the
Service/Workflow execution to monitor
the execution of the service and wait for
its completion.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0660/T: The EO4wildlife platform implements a pelagic fish scenario
service.

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):

40.00

Execution notes

Passed but the display of the input and output is not performed automatically.

Test Case EO4WF-138: EO4-Service-300-Generation of pseudo-absence locations (Correlated Random
Walks) [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service produces pseudo-absences using the Correlated Random Walk technique.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Generation of pseudoabsence locations (Correlated Random Walks)

The service box is displayed

For the seabird dataset.
3

Enter the parameters values:

EO4wildlife.eu

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
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•

Follow the Go to folder > out
Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli execution results
ps.xml
• Buffer size (meters)=1000
The service is running
• Number of repetitions=2
Wait for a
Then Launch
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: input file is enriched
with pseudo-absences
4

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Failed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Related
Bugs

EOW-186 : [In Progress] : Simulation of pseudo-absence locations (Correlated Random Walks)

Test Case EO4WF-137: EO4-Service-290-Generation of pseudo-absence locations (random selection from polygon
area) [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service generates pseudo-absences at random inside the minimum convex polygon of the known locations (i.e.
presences), increased by a buffer size. The service takes as input an animal tracking dataset, the number of pseudoabsences to be generated and the buffer size for the presence's minimum convex polygon.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format

EO4wildlife.eu
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#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Generation of pseudoabsence locations (random selection from polygon
area)

The service box is displayed

For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
3
•
•

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Tracking data=GreyThe service is running
headedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
ps.xml
Wait for a
Buffer radius (m)=1000
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
Pseudo-absences=500
iled status

Then Launch

Output: input file is enriched
with pseudo-absences

4

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

Related
Bugs

I don’t know why the generated rows are filled with NA (for some columns it is filled with N/A) instead
of the information coming from the individuals. If random points are based on individuals it makes more
sense to populate these rows. Otherwise, if I use this as input to another service (such as Great circle
distances) I will have empty results for the generated rows.
EOW-225 : [Open] : Generation of pseudo-absence locations (random selection from polygon area

EO4wildlife.eu
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Test Case EO4WF-135: EO4-Service-280-Track reprojection [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service reprojects animal tracking dataset into a different Coordinate Reference System.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

Select the chosen service: Track reprojection
2

The service box is displayed

For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
3
•

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
ps.xml
Output coordinates=+proj=laea
+lon_0=111.686552278329 +lat_0=88.6447576802893 +ellps=WGS84

Then Launch
Execution
type:

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: coordinates of the
input file are re-projected
according to the input CRS

Manual

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes
Related
Bugs

But the CSV output is missing lots of columns (columns missing here are not the same as the ones
reported before). The columns which are missing from the CSV output are: originalTrackId,
vernacularName, breedStatus, trackId
EOW-224 : [Open] : Track reprojection

Test Case EO4WF-134: EO4-Service-270-Location interval downsampling [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service takes as input an animal tracking dataset and the required time interval between locations and produces
a non-interpolated regular track using locations from the original track.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Location interval
downsampling

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
For the sea turtle dataset.
The service is running
Enter the parameters values:
3

•
•

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Sampling Interval (min)=1440

Then Launch

4

Output: input file is
"regularised" using locations
from the original track that
better match the time
interval provided as input
(1440 min)

For the seabird dataset.

EO4wildlife.eu

Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
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Enter the parameters values:

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

•

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli The service is running
ps.xml
• Sampling interval=120
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Then Launch
Output: input file is
"regularised" using locations
from the original track that
better match the time
interval provided as input
(120 min)
6

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

Related
Bugs

For the seabird dataset:
But there are two files in the outputs. They both have the same information but are named differently,
and the enriched is also a bit different in regards to column names and variables.
For the sea turtle dataset:
Location order all messed up as is date time column formatting (not excel friendly)
EOW-223 : [Open] : Location interval down sampling

Test Case EO4WF-133: EO4-Service-260-Linear interpolated regular locations [Version : 4]
Summary:
EO4wildlife.eu
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This service takes as input an animal tracking dataset and the required time interval.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Linear interpolated regular
locations

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the sea turtle dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Enter the parameters values:

The service is running

3

•
•

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Sampling Interval (min)=1440

Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status

Then Launch
Output: input file is
interpolated according to the
sampling interval provided
(1440 min)
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the seabird dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Enter the parameters values:
The service is running
•

4

•

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli Wait for a
ps.xml
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
Sampling interval=120
iled status

Then Launch

Output: input file is
interpolated according to the
sampling interval provided
(120 min)

6

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Results are displayed

Execution
type:

Manual

Estimated
exec.
EO4wildlife.eu
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duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

For the sea turtle dataset:
Fail. Last location time stamp for each individual different to all preceding ones.
Location order all messed up as is date time column formatting (not excel friendly)
For the seabird dataset:
Output file is missing all enrichments. The csv output only has data for datasetName, animalId,
locationDate, latitude, longitude
Date time column formatting i snot excel friendly. Eg. 2002-12-04T05:57:00+00:00 instead of 2002-1204 05:57:00

Related
Bugs

EOW-222 : [Open] : Linear interpolated regular locations

Test Case EO4WF-132: EO4-Service-250-Distance nearest point or polygon (shapefile) [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service computes the great circle distance between each tracked location and the input polygon (provided as
shapefile) or the input point (latitude and longitude provided).
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Distance nearest point or
polygon

EO4wildlife.eu

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed
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Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
3
•
•

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

The service is running
Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
Wait for a
ps.xml
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
Latitude of the reference point=-54
iled status
Longitude of the reference point=-38
Output: input file is enriched
with distances to reference
point (one distance per
location)

Then Launch

4

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Failed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Related
Bugs

EOW-220 : [Open] : Distance nearest point or polygon

Test Case EO4WF-93: EO4-Service-130: CSV or XML input adapters [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes the way to transform the CSV inputs into an interoperable E04wildlife XML content.
Execution type:

EO4wildlife.eu

Manual
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Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

E04-FCT-RunServ-0805/T: input tracks in xml

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

A basic and an advanced CSV converters are in place. A specific XLS to XML converter is also
available for the marine mammal scenario. See the associated specific test cases.

Test Case EO4WF-131: EO4-Service-240-Distance nearest point or polygon (reference point) [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service computes the great circle distance between each tracked location and the input polygon (provided as
shapefile) or the input point (latitude and longitude provided).
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format.
ESRI shapefile is available in My Workspace.
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Distance nearest point or
polygon

For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
3

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

•

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli The service is running
ps.xml
• Shapefile=pol.shp
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Then Launch

EO4wildlife.eu
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Output: input file is enriched
with distances to shapefile
(one distance per location)
4

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Failed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Related
Bugs

EOW-220 : [Open] : Distance nearest point or polygon

Test Case EO4WF-94: EO4-Service-500: CMEMS connector [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to download data from CMEMS.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0490/T: access to CMEMS

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes
EO4wildlife.eu

The Earth Observation download product service enables to download CMEMS product.
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Test Case EO4WF-128: EO4-Service-230-Earth Observation download product [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service downloads a NetCDF product from the EO catalogue.
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Earth Observation download
product

The service box is displayed

Enter the parameters values:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

3

EO
data=mass_concentration_of_chlorophyll_a_in
_sea_water
Latitude min=-10
Latitude max=10
Longitude min=-65
Longitude max=-45
Date min=2016-10-10
Date max=2016-10-20

Executi Executi
on
on
notes: Status:

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder >
out execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessF
ailed status

Then Launch

Output: NetCDF products
downloaded and available
in My Workspace

4

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Results are displayed

Execution
type:

Manual

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requireme
None
nts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):

EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution
notes

Related
Bugs

Public

Why this service has the option to download from “My Workspace”? Basically, if the data is already on
the workspace, the person wouldn’t require it to be downloaded.
Reply: this is because the frontend displays the inputs in a generic way. Should I make the change for
this specific service, we can discuss in the next telco.
EOW-218 : [Open] : Earth Observation download product

Test Case EO4WF-95: EO4-Service-510: AVISO connector [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to download data from AVISO.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0500/T: Access to AVISO

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented in this version of the platform. Most relevant AVISO datasets switched
during the project life to CMEMS.

Test Case EO4WF-127: EO4-Service-220-Great circle distance to shore [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service computes the great circle distance between each tracked/observed location and the nearest point at
shore (be that continental, big or small island).
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format.
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Great circle distance to
shore

EO4wildlife.eu

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed
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Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the sea turtle dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Enter the parameters values:

The service is running

3
•

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml

Then Launch

Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: input file is enriched
with distances to shore (one
distance per each location)
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the seabird dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Enter the parameters values:
The service is running
4

•

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli Wait for a
ps.xml
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Then Launch
Output: input file is enriched
with distances to shore (one
distance per each location)
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the marine mammal dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Enter the parameters values:

The service is running

5
•

Tracking data=MarineMammals.xml

Then Launch

Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: input file is enriched
with distances to shore (one
distance per each location)

6

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

EO4wildlife.eu

Results are displayed
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Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):

Test Case EO4WF-96: EO4-Service-520: CLS Datastore connector [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to download data from the CLS Datastore.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0510/T: access to CLS Datastore

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The Earth Observation download product service enables to download CLS product.

Test Case EO4WF-126: EO4-Service-210-Great circle distance to nearest seamount [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service computes the great circle distance between each animal location and the nearest seamount.
Preconditions:
EO4wildlife.eu
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Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Great circle distance to
nearest seamount

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the sea turtle dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Enter the parameters values:

The service is running

3
•

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml

Then Launch

Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status

Passed

Output: input file is enriched
with distances to nearest
seamount (one distance per
each location)
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

4

Enter the parameters values:
5
Tracking data=MarineMammals.xml

Then Launch

Passed

Output: input file is enriched
with distances to nearest
seamount (one distance per
each location)

For the marine mammal dataset.

EO4wildlife.eu

The service is running

Tracking data=GreyWait for a
headedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
ps.xml
iled status

Then Launch

•

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Blocked

The service is running
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Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: input file is enriched
with distances to nearest
seamount (one distance per
each location)
6

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

Date and time column from the outputs are not excel friendly. Eg. 2002-12-23T09:15:23+00:00 instead
of 2012-12-23 23:00:00
Blocked for marine mammals

Related
Bugs

EOW-217 : [Open] : Great circle distance to nearest seamount

Test Case EO4WF-125: EO4-Service-200-Great circle distance to nearest sea canyon [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service computes the great circle distance between each animal location and the nearest undersea canyon.
Preconditions:
Tracking or observation data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

EO4wildlife.eu

Expected Results:

Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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1

2

Public

Select the Services Catalogue button
Select the chosen service: Great circle distance to
nearest sea canyon

The list of services is
displayed

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the sea turtle dataset.

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

Enter the parameters values:

The service is running

3
•

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml

Then Launch

Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: input file is enriched
with distances to nearest sea
canyon (one distance per
each location)
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

4

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running

Tracking data=GreyWait for a
headedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
ps.xml
iled status

Then Launch

Output: input file is enriched
with distances to nearest sea
canyon (one distance per
each location)
Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

For the marine mammal dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
5
•

Tracking data=MarineMammals.xml

Then Launch

EO4wildlife.eu

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
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Output: input file is enriched
with distances to nearest sea
canyon (one distance per
each location)
6

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes
Related
Bugs

Reference appears to be wrong. Cannot properly check results as I don’t know where to find the original
data on sea canyons that the distances were based on. The reference highlighted in yellow is to sea
mounts.
EOW-215 : [Open] : Description: Great circle distance to nearest sea canyon

Test Case EO4WF-98: EO4-Service-540: Status of an executing service [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how a user is aware of the status of the execution of a service thanks to a progress bar and a label.
#:

1

Execution type:
EO4wildlife.eu

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Select the "Service/workflow
Execution" panel.

The "Service/workflow
Execution" panel displays the list
of the executing and executed
services.

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

Select an executing service and
its "view logs" button to monitor The "view logs" button displays
its execution.
the log of executing or executed
service.
Manual
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Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0280/T: Running a workflow

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The progress bar is useful to monitor the extraction of EO data and provides the current
status of the service execution. A colour status indicator displays also the service status
(red=failed, green=successful, blue=executing, grey=download succeeded)

Test Case EO4WF-124: EO4-Service-190-Great circle distance to colony [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service computes the great circle distance between each tracked location and the animal's breeding colony
position.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Great circle distance to
colony

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
3

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

The service is running
Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
Wait for a
ps.xml
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Then Launch
•

Output: input file is enriched
with distances to colony (one
EO4wildlife.eu
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distance per each tracked
location)
4

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

Date and time column from the output is not excel friendly. Eg. 2002-12-23T09:15:23+00:00 instead of
2002-12-23 09:15:23

Related
Bugs

EOW-216 : [Open] : Great circle distance to colony

Test Case EO4WF-99: EO4-Service-550: Display logs of a Service [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes the way a user can select the log level he is expecting during the execution of a service (Nominal
or Debug mode)
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-RunServ-0530/T: Display service log

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution notes

Public

It is possible to display the log (see the status of executing service test case). But level of log
selection is not currently available. It's true that logs can be very verbose in debug mode and
could raise space disk errors.

Test Case EO4WF-123: EO4-Service-180-Earth Observation statistics within polygon [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service creates composite images for the input EO data (through spatio/temporal averaging) for the input time
period within a given area defined by a shapefile.
Preconditions:
ESRI shapefile (polygon format) is already uploaded in My Workspace
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Earth Observation
statistics within polygon

Execut Execut
ion
ion
notes: Status:

The service box is displayed

For the Agoa shapefile
Go to Service/Workflow Executions
Enter the parameters values:

3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shapefile=Agoa.shp
Raster time series=
Latitude min=
Latitude max=
Longitude min=
Longitude max=
Starting date=
Ending date=
Save the cropped rasters=

Follow the Go to folder > out execution
results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed status
Output: composite images for the
input EO variable within the defined
shapefile and time period

Then Launch

4

For the polygon test shapefile (uploaded in the
private workspace).

Go to Service/Workflow Executions

Enter the parameters values:

Follow the Go to folder > out execution
results

•
•

•
•
EO4wildlife.eu

Shapefile=pol.shp
The service is running
Raster time
series=mass_concentration_of_chloroph
Wait for a
yll_a_in_sea_water
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed status
Latitude min=-53
Latitude max=-50
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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•
•
•
•
•

Public

Longitude min=-65
Longitude max=-48
Starting date=2016-12-10
Ending date=2016-12-20
Save the cropped rasters=true

Output: composite images for the
input EO variable
(mass_concentration_of_chlorophyll_a
_in_sea_water) within the defined
shapefile and time period

Then Launch
5

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Results are displayed

Execution
Manual
type:
Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requirem
None
ents
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Passed
Result:
Execution
Manual
Mode:
Execution
duration
(min):
Execution Failed for the Agoa shapefile.
notes
Description also has to be improved, otherwise the user will not understand why he has also to provide
lat/lon min/max if he is already proving the shapefile.
Related
Bugs

EOW-219 : [Open] : Description: Earth Observation statistics within polygon

Test Case EO4WF-122: EO4-Service-170-Kernel density estimator [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service estimates the UD (Utilization Distribution) and the Kernel Home Range of one or several animals. The
service can be invoked to provide individual UDs or a UD which considers all animals' tracks/locations.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

EO4wildlife.eu

Expected Results:
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1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Kernel density estimator

The service box is displayed

For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

•
•

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Smoothing method=LSCV
Smoothing factor=
Grid size (km)=10
Smoothing factor lower bound
(decimal)=0.5
Smoothing factor upper bound (decimal)=1
Kernel=bivnorm
Grid extent=0.5
Unique grid=true
Levels percentages for home range=95
Level percentages for home range extent
polygon=95
Standardized utilization distribution=true
Output areas units=km2

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: an UD is estimated
and a kernel home range is
generated

Then Launch
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

•
•
•
•
4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
ps.xml
Smoothing method=None
Smoothing factor=50000
Grid size (km)=60
Smoothing factor lower bound
(decimal)=0.1
Smoothing factor upper bound
(decimal)=0.5
Kernel=bivnorm
Grid extent=0.5
Unique grid=true
Levels percentages for home range=95
Level percentages for home range extent
polygon=95
Standardized utilization distribution=true
Output areas units=km2

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: an UD is estimated
and a kernel home range is
generated

Then Launch
5

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

EO4wildlife.eu

Results are displayed
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Execution
type:

Public

Manual

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Failed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

For the sea turtle dataset:
Failed when using all defaults (nothing typed in)
Failed when using all defaults except changing href to LSCV
Failed when using other logical values… see JIRA
For the seabird dataset:
Lots of typos
“This service estimates the UD (Utilization Distribution) and the Kernel Home Range of one or several
animals. The service can be invoked to provide individual UDs or a UD which considers all animals'
tracks/locations.”
Smoothing method *
“Method used to decide the smoothing parameter. It can be either 'href', in which case the reference
bandwidth is used in the estimation, 'LSCV', in which case the Least Square Cross Validation is used in
the estimation, or 'custom' in which case the smoothing factor is not estimated but provided by the
user instead. If Smoothing method is left blank, the smoothing factor must be provided, by the user, in
the Smoothing factor parameter (need to input here the unit, are we talking meters, km?)”
Custom does not appear in the dropdown list
There is no option to leave the filed “blank”. Is blank the same as “None”? Only “None” appear in the
dropdown list. Or “none” is the same as “custom” which is not on the list?
Reading above I don’t understand why you have Custom and blank (none?) as they both seem to
indicate the same?
Tested multiple ways, and always FAILED
See configuration logs for tests performed in JIRA

Related
Bugs

EOW-213 : [Open] : Kernel density estimator:

EO4wildlife.eu
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Public

Test Case EO4WF-121: EO4-Service-160-Earth Observation statistics per location [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service creates composite images for the input EO data (spatio/temporal averaging) for each tracked or
geolocalised position.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue button

The list of services is
displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Earth Observation
statistics per location

Executio Executio
n notes: n Status:

The service box is displayed

For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Raster time series > Catalogue > Get data >
Submit > Select EO
variable=sea_surface_temperature
Settings:
lag=1
lag_scale=weeks
duration=6
duration_scale=weeks
radius=10
stats=max

Then Launch

For the seabird dataset.

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions
Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: input file is enriched
with EO variable (maximum
sea_surface_temperature)

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

Enter the parameters values:
•
4

•

•
•
•
•
EO4wildlife.eu

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT_RPhilli
ps.xml
Raster time series > Catalogue > Get data >
Submit > Select EO
variable=sea_surface_temperature
Settings:
lag=1
lag_scale=weeks
duration=1

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFa
iled status
Output: input file is enriched
with EO variables (mean,
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•
•
•

Public

duration_scale=weeks
radius=5000
stats=mean, min, max, median

maximum, median, minimum
and number of samples for
sea_surface_temperature)

Then Launch
5

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requiremen
None
ts
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

Related
Bugs

FE: radius does not say at all it is in meters, only in the service description.
FE: Stats should be statistics
Service converts meters to degrees in this context sensitive: it varies from pole to equator. The size of a
degree is very different according to where you are in the globe – equator, poles, etc. And that is why
you generally have to project your data (into meters for example) to do any kind of spatial analysis. Are
you doing that at all?
EOW-212 : [Open] : Earth Observation statistics per location

Test Case EO4WF-120: EO4-Service-150-Earth Observation per location [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service samples the input EO variables encoded in NetCDF format using the tracking dataset as sampling point in
space/time.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

EO4wildlife.eu

Expected Results:
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1

2

Public

Select the Services Catalogue button
Select the chosen service: Earth Observation
per location

The list of services is displayed

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow Executions
For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:

3

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results

•
•

Tracking data=NewTurtleTest.xml
The service is running
Raster time series > Catalogue > Get
data > Submit > Select EO
Wait for a
variable=sea_surface_temperature ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status
Then Launch
Output: input file is enriched with
EO variable
(sea_surface_temperature)
Go to Service/Workflow Executions
For the seabird dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
•

•

4

Tracking data=GreyheadedAlbatross_SouthGeorgia_PTT
_RPhillips.xml
Raster time series > Catalogue > Get
data > Submit > Select EO
variable=sea_water_potential_temp
erature, mass_concentration_of_chl
orophyll_a_in_sea_water, sea_surfa
ce_height_above_geoid

Then Launch
5

See results in the Data Visualisation panel

Execution
type:

Manual

Follow the Go to folder > out
execution results
The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status
Output: input file is enriched with
EO variables
(sea_water_potential_temperature,
mass_concentration_of_chlorophyl
l_a_in_sea_water, sea_surface_heig
ht_above_geoid)
Results are displayed

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requirement
None
s
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Public

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

Service only works for raster time series. It does not work with bathymetry data. When using ETOPO
data, service does not fail but there is no result enriched to the input; and when using GEBCO the
service fails.
This is very minor detail but for me it is quite confusing to have latitudes and longitudes in different
rows. Could we invert the two boxes as suggested by the arrows (figure in JIRA)? Also, are we using
Depth at all? If not, why not to remove them
For the sea turtle dataset:
Many ‘Track outside coverage’ warnings in the log [8] and many locations without temperature in
output… is that ‘outside coverage area’ even though the bounding box is automatically selected from
the data itself or is it a miss-identification that there is no value as there is no value for that day in the
EO dataset?

Related Bugs EOW-211 : [Open] : Earth Observation per location

Test Case EO4WF-119: EO4-Service-140-Turning filter [Version : 4]
Summary:
This service takes as input an animal tracking dataset, two turning angles expressed in degrees and two turning
distances expressed in metres. It compares the successive positions three by three, computes the turning angle for
the change of direction of the animal and removes unlikely spiked deviations.
Preconditions:
Tracking data is already uploaded in My Workspace in the XML format
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Select the Services Catalogue
button

The list of services is displayed

2

Select the chosen service: Turning
filter

For the sea turtle dataset.
Enter the parameters values:
3
•
•
EO4wildlife.eu

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

The service box is displayed

Go to Service/Workflow
Executions

Follow the Go to folder > out
Tracking
execution results
data=NewTurtleTest.xml
Minimum angle (°)=15
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•
•
•

Public

Maximum angle (°)=25
Minimum distance
(m)=2500
Maximum distance
(m)=5000

Then Launch

The service is running
Wait for a
ProcessSucceeded/ProcessFailed
status
Output: locations with spiked
deviations are filtered out

4

See results in the Data
Visualisation panel

Execution type:

Manual

Results are displayed

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

None

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

acarneiro

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):

2.4.4 Test Suite: Display and on-line tools
Test Case EO4WF-34: EO4-Tools-010-Visualization [Version : 1]
Summary:
The purpose of the test is to show that the user can visualize products, auxiliary data and services outputs in the web
interface.
- He can ask a display in distinct tabs, or in single tab with an overlay of layers
- For each layer, additional tools can be used to perform the following actions:
·

Select a colour map for the display

·

Adjust automatically the min-max value of the colour map to the displayed data

·

Use a linear or logarithm scale in the colour map

·

Define the transparency level

·

Select a location and retrieve the physical value for the layer on this location

·

Draw a transect polyline when 3D data are displayed, and get the associated transect

EO4wildlife.eu
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·
.

Public

Draw polylines when 2D data are displayed and get the associated curve
Define a mask with a min max value definition. All mismatching data will be made transparent

Preconditions:
Connect to the application as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

1

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Connect to the
application as a user
Click on 'Run service'

2

Click on 'Discover
products'

Execution
Status:

Execution notes:

When possible, the input
The function 'Display and onand output display options Passed
line tools' is available
are in place
This option is displayed
The function 'Display and onduring the selection of EO
line tools' is available
data

Passed

Select a product to
visualize

3

4

5

If a previous product
instance was
The product is displayed
displayed, he can ask
a display in distinct
tabs, or in a single tab
with an overlay of
layers

A product can be displayed
as part of the outputs of an Passed
execution of a service.

The "Data Visualisation"
panel lists all the layers
available to display.

Click on distinct tabs

The result of the product is
displayed in a distinct tabs

Click now on single
tab

The pull down menu for a
The result is displayed in a
selected layer (black down
single tab with an overlay of arrow) enables to select the Passed
layers
layer for display, to rename
or delete it

Passed

For each layer, additional
tools can be used to perform
the following actions:

6

EO4wildlife.eu

The implementation of the
·
Select a colour map for colour map management
Verify the available
the display
was stopped and additional
tools for each layer in
Blocked
tools were not developed
the two cases
during the frame of the
·
Adjust automatically
project.
the min-max value of the
colour map to the displayed
data
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·
Use a linear or
logarithm scale in the colour
map
·
Define the
transparency level
·
Select a location and
retrieve the physical value
for the layer on this location
·
Draw a transect
polyline when 3D data are
displayed, and get the
associated transect
·
Draw polylines when
2D data are displayed and
get the associated curve
.
Define a mask with a
min max value definition. All
mismatching data will be
made transparent
7

Repeat the preceding The results of the preceding
steps for an auxiliary steps are valid for an
Not implemented
data
auxiliary data

8

Repeat the preceding The results of the preceding Tracks can be displayed and
steps for a service
steps are valid for a service colours applied by criteria Passed
output
output
such as animal Ids.

Execution type:

Manual

Blocked

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T: Layer configuration display
EO4-FCT-Display-0360/T: Application of a mask
EO4-FCT-Display-0370/T: Displaying the data values

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

EO4wildlife.eu

The basic features for the display of tracks and EO data are implemented.
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Test Case EO4WF-35: EO4-Tools-020-Colour map [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can select a colour map for the display
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application as
a user
1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
display

The product is discovered

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
tools'
Select the product and ask
for the display in a single or
distinct tabs

The product is displayed

3

4

Select a colour map for the
display

It is possible to select a colour map
for the display

5

Repeat the preceding steps
for an auxiliary data and a
service outputs

It is possible to select a colour map
for the display of an auxiliary data
and a service outputs

Execution type:

Manual

The product is displayed

All additional tools are available

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T: Layer configuration display

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

A colormap is available but its management is not currently implemented
Reply: We should agree to disable the feature in the frontend

Test Case EO4WF-36: EO4-Tools-030-Adjust the min-max value [Version : 1]
EO4wildlife.eu
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Summary:
This test is to show that we can adjust automatically the min-max value of the colour map of the displayed data
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application
as a user
1

Click on 'Discover products'
and select a product to
display

The product is discovered

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
The product is displayed
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in
a single or distinct tabs

The product is displayed
All additional tools are available

4

Select the tool : adjust
It is possible to adjust automatically
automatically the min-max the min-max value of the colour map
value
to the displayed data

5

It is possible to adjust automatically
Repeat the preceding steps
the min-max value of the colour map
for an auxiliary data and a
to an auxiliary data and a service
service outputs
outputs

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T: Layer configuration display

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-37: EO4-Tools-040-Linear or logarithmic scale [Version : 1]

EO4wildlife.eu
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Summary:
This test is to show that we can use a linear or logarithm scale in the colour map
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application
as a user
1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
display

The product is discovered

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
The product is displayed
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

The product is displayed
All additional tools are available

4

Select the tool linear or
logarithmic scale in the
colour map

5

Repeat the preceding steps It is possible to use a linear or
for an auxiliary data and a logarithm scale in the colour map to
service outputs
an auxiliary data and a service outputs

Execution type:

Manual

It is possible to use a linear or
logarithm scale in the colour map

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T: Layer configuration display

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-38: EO4-Tools-050-Transparency level [Version : 1]
Summary:
EO4wildlife.eu
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This test is to show that we can define the transparency level
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application as
a user
1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
display

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

The product is discovered

The product is displayed
The product is displayed
All additional tools are available

4

Select the tool Define the
transparency level

It is possible to define the
transparency level

5

Repeat the preceding steps
for an auxiliary data and a
service outputs

It is possible to define the
transparency level for an auxiliary
data and a service outputs

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T: Layer configuration display

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-39: EO4-Tools-060-Location [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can select a location and retrieve the physical value for the layer on this location
Preconditions:
EO4wildlife.eu
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Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application as a
user
1

The product is discovered
Click on 'Discover product' and
select a product to display

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

The product is displayed
The product is displayed
All additional tools are available
It is possible to select a location
and retrieve the physical value
for the layer on this location

4

Select the location

5

Repeat the preceding steps for It is possible to select a location
an auxiliary data and a service and retrieve the physical value
outputs
for the layer on this location

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0370/T: Displaying the data values

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

EO4wildlife.eu

By selection of a location, all the information available at this location is displayed: longitude,
latitude, timestamp, animalId, additional EO values.
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Test Case EO4WF-40: EO4-Tools-070-Draw in 3D [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can draw a transect polyline when 3D data are displayed, and get the associated transect
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application
as a user
1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
display

The product is discovered

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
The product is displayed
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

4
EO4wildlife.eu

Display the data in 3D

The product is displayed
All additional tools are available
The 3D data are displayed
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It is possible to draw a transect
polyline

5

Draw a transect polyline

6

Get the associated transect The associated transect is get

7

Repeat the preceding steps It is possible to draw a transect
for an auxiliary data and a
polyline when 3D data are displayed,
service outputs
and get the associated transect

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0370/T: Displaying the data values

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-41: EO4-Tools-080-Draw in 2D [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can draw polylines when 2D data are displayed and get the associated curve
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application as
a user
1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
display

The product is discovered

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
The product is displayed
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

4
EO4wildlife.eu

Display the data in 2D

The product is displayed
All additional tools are available
The 2D data are displayed
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5

Draw a polyline

It is possible to draw a polyline

6

Get the associated curve

The associated curve is get

7

Repeat the preceding steps
for an auxiliary data and a
service outputs

It is possible to draw a polyline when
2D data are displayed and get the
associated curve

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0370/T: Displaying the data values

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-42: EO4-Tools-090-Define a mask [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can define a mask with a min max value definition. All mismatching data will be made
transparent
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application as a
user
1

The product is discovered
Click on 'Discover product' and
select a product to display

2

Click on 'Display and on-line tools' The product is displayed
The product is displayed

3

EO4wildlife.eu

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

All additional tools are
available
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4

Public

Apply a mask on data with a min
max value definition

It is possible to define a mask
with a min max value definition
All mismatching data will be
made transparent

5

It is possible to define a mask
Repeat the preceding steps for an with a min max value definition
auxiliary data and a service
outputs
All mismatching data will be
made transparent

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0360/T: Application of a mask

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-43: EO4-Tools-100-Track of an animal [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can :
- Select a maximal duration of the display of the track, for instance
- Display the track only for the last 24 hours
- When several animals are included in the input, the user can select the animal or set of animals to display
- Ask for an animation of the mobiles along a time bar
- Define the track duration of the mobile to optimize the displayed information
- For instance, if a position at a one hour rate over a month is provided for 10 mobiles, only the last 6 hours of each
track are displayed for all animals during the animation.
Preconditions:

EO4wildlife.eu
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Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

Connect to the application
as a user
1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
display

The product is discovered

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
The product is displayed
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in
a single or distinct tabs

4

Select an animal in the
input

The product is displayed
All additional tools are available
It is possible to select the animal to
display
When several animals are included, we
can select the set of animals to display

5

Display the track only for
the last 24 hours

It is possible to display the track only for
the last 24 hours

6

Select a maximal duration
of the display of the track

It is possible to select a maximal
duration of the display of the track

7

Ask for an animation of the It is possible to ask for an animation of
animals along a time bar
the animals along a time bar

8

Define the track duration of It is possible to define the track duration
the animal to 6H
of the animal

9

Select now a product with
If a position at a one hour rate over a
at least 10 animals with a
month is provided for 10 animals, only
position at a one hour rate
the last 6 hours of each track are
over a month
displayed for all animals during the
animation.
Display the animals

10

The user can display the track of an
Repeat the preceding steps
animal or set of animals, he can apply
for an auxiliary data and a
filters on the track, he can ask for an
service outputs
animation of the animals

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0380/T: Displaying the track(s)

Execution Details
Build
EO4wildlife.eu

V3
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Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Public

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

All the requirements are not implemented but the display of a track and the animation of
tracks are implemented.

Test Case EO4WF-44: EO4-Tools-110-Elliptic error [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that, when the location errors of the positions are provided, the user can :
- Activate the display of the elliptic error along the track
- Apply filters on the track and see the filtered track
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs with a location errors of the positions
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application
as a user

1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
The product is discovered
display
The product must have a
location errors of the
positions

2

Click on 'Display and online tools'

3

The product is displayed with the
Select the result and ask location errors of the positions
in a single or distinct tabs
All additional tools are available

4

Select elliptic error

It is possible to activate the display of
the elliptic error along the track

5

Apply filters on the track

It is possible to apply filters along the
track

6

Visualize the filtered track It is possible to see the filtered track

EO4wildlife.eu
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7

When the location errors of the
positions are provided, it is possible to
activate the display of the elliptic error
Repeat the preceding
steps for an auxiliary data along the track
and a service outputs
We can also apply filters on the track
and see the filtered track

Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0390/T: Activation of the display of the elliptic error

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-45: EO4-Tools-120-Extraction of the data [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can also ask for an extraction of the displayed data:
- along the complete or a part of a track
- in the area defined by the elliptic errors around the track
- over an area he creates as a rectangle
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
Have one with an elliptic error
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

1

Connect to the
application as a user

The product is discovered

EO4wildlife.eu
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Click on 'Discover
product' and select a
product to display
The product must have a
location errors of the
positions
2

Click on 'Display and onThe product is displayed
line tools'

3

The product is displayed with the location
Select the result and ask
errors of the positions
in a single or distinct
tabs
All additional tools are available

4

Display the data

5

Ask for an extraction of
It is possible to extract the data along the
the displayed data along
complete track
the complete track

6

Ask for an extraction of
It is possible to extract the data along a
the displayed data along
part of the track
a part of the track

7

Select an area and
extract as a rectangle

It is possible to create as rectangle the
extracted data

8

Extract now in the area
defined by the elliptic
errors

It is possible to extract in the area defined
by the elliptic errors around the track

9

Repeat the preceding
steps for an auxiliary
data and a service
outputs

The user can ask for an extraction of data
values along the track, buy definition of a
polyline, within the elliptic error or by
definition of an area

Execution type:

Manual

The data are displayed

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0400/T: Extraction of displayed data

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

EO4wildlife.eu

See the "Earth Observation statistics per location" service that implements part of the
requirements (EO data are extracted along a square around each location to compute EO
statistics)
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Test Case EO4WF-46: EO4-Tools-130-Generate a report [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can generate a report of a complete or a part of the displayed data. The different formats
are :
- netCDF grid with a variable per layer
- CSV export of each variable
- KML/KMZ output of each variable
- PNG/JPEG output of each variable
- PDF report including all the results
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution Execution
notes:
Status:

Connect to the
application as a user

1

Click on 'Discover
product' and select a
product to display

The product is discovered

The product must have a
location errors of the
positions
2

Click on 'Display and onThe product is displayed
line tools'

3

The product is displayed with the location
Select the result and ask
errors of the positions
in a single or distinct
tabs
All additional tools are available

4

Display the data

The data are displayed
The report can be generated in the
different formats :

5

Ask for generate a
report for the complete
data

- netCDF grid with a variable per layer
- CSV export of each variable
- KML/KMZ output of each variable

EO4wildlife.eu
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- PNG/JPEG output of each variable
- PDF report including all the results
6

7

Save the export in each
format
Ask for generate a
report for a part of the
displayed data

The reports are consistent

The report can be generated even for a
part of the displayed data

(see the test EO4-Tools120 to how extract data)
8

Repeat the preceding
steps for an auxiliary
data and a service
outputs

Execution type:

Manual

We can generate a report of a complete or
a part of the displayed data in different
formats : netCDF, CSV, KML/KMZ,
PNG/JPEG, PDF

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0410/T: Generation of reports

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

It is possible to export the visualised data in JPEG, PNG and PDF format.

Test Case EO4WF-47: EO4-Tools-140-Generic tools [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to show that we can use a generic tools to :
- Measure the distance between 2 locations, or to an area
- Generate an area from a pattern created thanks to a wizard tool and compute a surface of this area
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:
EO4wildlife.eu

Step actions:

Expected Results:
Copyright © EO4wildlife Project Consortium
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Execution
Status:
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Connect to the application
as a user
1

Click on 'Discover product'
and select a product to
display

The product is discovered

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
The product is displayed
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

The product is displayed
All additional tools are available

4

Apply a generic tool to
measure the distance
between two locations

5

Measure the distance to an It is possible to measure the distance
area
to an area

6

Generate an area

It is possible to generate an area from
a pattern created thanks to a wizard
tool

7

Compute a surface of this
area

It is possible to compute a surface of
this area

It is possible to measure the distance
between two locations

It is possible to apply generic tools to :

8

Execution type:

- Measure the distance between 2
Repeat the preceding steps
locations, or to an area
for an auxiliary data and a
service outputs
- Generate an area from a pattern
created thanks to a wizard tool and
compute a surface of this area
Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0420/T: Compute a distance

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-48: EO4-Tools-150-Thematic tools [Version : 1]
EO4wildlife.eu
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Summary:
This test is to show that we can use a thematic tools to :
- Determine convergence zones/frontal zones for the displayed layer
- Determine front for the displayed layer
- Filter the input locations on line thanks to the different track processing services
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
#:

Step actions:

Expected Results:

Execution
notes:

Execution
Status:

Connect to the application as a
user
1

The product is discovered
Click on 'Discover product' and
select a product to display

2

Click on 'Display and on-line
tools'

3

Select the result and ask in a
single or distinct tabs

The product is displayed
The product is displayed
All additional tools are available

4

Determine convergence
zones/frontal zones for the
displayed layer

It is possible to determine
convergence zones/frontal zones
for the displayed layer

5

Determine front for the
displayed layer

It is possible to determine front for
the displayed layer

6

Filter the input locations on
line thanks to the different
track processing services

It is possible to filter the input
locations on line thanks to the
different track processing services
It is possible to apply a thematic
tools to :

7

- Determine convergence
zones/frontal zones for the
Repeat the preceding steps for displayed layer
an auxiliary data and a service
outputs
- Determine front for the displayed
layer
- Filter the input locations on line
thanks to the different track
processing services

Execution type:
EO4wildlife.eu

Manual
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Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
EO4-FCT-Display-0430/T: Identify fronts and convergences

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-77: EO4-Tools-160-Dispaly METOC along track [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test is to describe how a user can display EO data along the track of animals.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
Execution
type:

Manual

Estimated
exec.
duration
(min):
Requirement EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs
s
EO4-FCT-Display-0370/T: Displaying the data values
Execution
Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution
Result:

Passed

Execution
Mode:

Manual

Execution
duration
(min):
Execution
notes

When a service uses EO data, it is possible to push the EO data for visualization.

EO4wildlife.eu
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Test Case EO4WF-78: EO4-Tools-170-Dispaly time at METOC conditions [Version : 1]
Summary:
Since the time period of METOC products is not in line with animal observations, this test describes how to display
the time of METOC data displayed with or without animal tracks.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
EO4wildlife.eu
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Public

E04-FCT-Display-0810/T: Display the time of metoc data

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-79: EO4-Tools-180-Dispaly time at depth for sensor data [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to display the time at depth for a set of animal tracks.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

E04-FCT-Display-0820/T: Display time of in-depth sensor data

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

EO4wildlife.eu

If available, this information is displayed by selection of a location.
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Test Case EO4WF-80: EO4-Tools-190-Display speed with time along track [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to display the speed with time along a track of an animal.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
Have a product, an auxiliary data and a service outputs
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

E04-FCT-Display-0830/T: display time of track

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

When available, this information is displayed by selection of the animal location.

Test Case EO4WF-81: EO4-Tools-200-Display parameters in results [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to display a specific parameter as a result of any service at the EO4wildlife XML format.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
A service was executed successfully and has generated an XML output.
EO4wildlife.eu
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Public

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

E04-FCT-Display-0840/T: Display datasets identifiers

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

The XML format is enriched according to the service definition.
<enrichment>
<additionalInformation>
<Name>sea_surface_foundation_temperature</Name>
<ValueType>double</ValueType>
<Value>285.545</Value>
<units>kelvin</units>
</additionalInformation>
</enrichment>
</observation>

Test Case EO4WF-82: EO4-Tools-210: Display track inputs [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to display the track of an animal in the EO4wildlife XML format.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
An EO4wildlife XML track was generated by an adapter or uploaded in the platform.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

E04-FCT-Display-0840/T: Display datasets identifiers

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Passed

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Except for the light based geolocation service, inputs can be displayed.

EO4wildlife.eu
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Test Case EO4WF-83: EO4-Tools-220: Display auxiliary data [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to display an auxiliary data such as bathymetry on the platform
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
The auxiliary data is uploaded in the platform.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0340/T: Visualization of products and service outputs

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

Not implemented

Test Case EO4WF-84: EO4-Tools-230: Select a color scale [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to select the colour scale to apply to the display of EO data.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
EO data are uploaded to be displayed in the platform.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T: Layer configuration display

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

No more implemented

Test Case EO4WF-85: EO4-Tools-240: Scalable colour scale [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to customize the colour scale to apply to the display of EO data.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
EO data are uploaded to be displayed in the platform.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements

EO4-FCT-Display-0350/T: Layer configuration display

Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

No more implemented

Test Case EO4WF-86: EO4-Tools-250: logarithmic scale [Version : 1]
Summary:
This test describes how to apply a logarithmic scale during the display of EO data.
Preconditions:
Connect as a user
EO data are uploaded to be displayed in the platform.
Execution type:

Manual

Estimated exec.
duration (min):
Requirements
EO4wildlife.eu
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Execution Details
Build

V3

Tester

jzigna

Execution Result:

Blocked

Execution Mode:

Manual

Execution duration
(min):
Execution notes

EO4wildlife.eu

No more implemented
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3 Conclusion
This final validation test campaign describes all the Test Cases required to check that the EO4wildlife platform
is compliant with the requirements defined by the use case leaders and their respective scenarios as
presented in previous EO4wildlife deliverables.
The campaign was organised in order to make the validation an interactive process, where issues were being
identified and fixed throughout the validation process. The execution of the Test Cases included in the Test
Plan were finalised to cover the list of requirements. When tests were successful or when they achieved an
acceptable level, they were considered as passed. When the outputs were not in line with the expected
results, the test failed and a JIRA ticket is associated, awaiting for a new version of the platform to fix it.
Additionally, some requirements have not been implemented due to the consuming effort they would have
required or because the requirements were refined during the project. In such case, they are set to the
“blocked” status. For the services that still require fixing, they will have to be included in the estimation of
the further investment necessary before operating the platform in a commercial way (see [7]).
The interoperability with the http://seabirdtracking.org is already implemented in the platform but will only
be available to the Seabird Tracking Database users when all EO4wildlife platform fixing is finished. The
interoperability with http://www.seaturtle.org was not possible but all necessary converters were included
in the platform to make sure tracking and transect data can be uploaded directly in the platform to perform
services.
The final version of the EO4wildlife platform is a major improvement for scientists to access to EO data.

EO4wildlife.eu
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Annex 1: JIRA issues report
The following information is an overview of the JIRA tickets opened during the validation phases of the
EO4wildlife project. Some tickets are currently still opened because they are improvements or fixes that are
not yet realized or that will not be fix by the end of the project.

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Closed

In Progress

Open

Ready

Realized

Figure 2: JIRA tickets status

Key
EOW-71

EOW-159

Summary
WPS Pelagic Fish:
asynchrone metoc
download + front end
Performance in general

Issue
Type
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Status

Updated

Won't fix

09/11/17

19/09/18

Services

In
High
Progress

Unresolved

13/04/18

13/12/18

Services

Platform

High

Resolution

EOW-162

Earth Observation
statistics per location

Request
for
change

In
High
Progress

Unresolved

16/04/18

13/12/18

EOW-183

Sea turtle converter

Request
for
change

In
High
Progress

Unresolved

29/06/18

13/12/18

EOW-186

Simulation of pseudoabsence locations
(Correlated Random
Walks)
Publication failed for
sea_surface_temperatu
re; Product:
METOFFICE-GLO-SSTL4-NRT-OBS-GMPE
Description: Advanced
CSV to XML Converter

Request
for
change

In
Low
Progress

Unresolved

09/08/18

13/12/18

Non
Confor
mance

In
High
Progress

Unresolved

18/09/18

13/12/18

Request
for
change

Open

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-199

EOW-209

EO4wildlife.eu
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Summary

EOW-210

Description: Basic CSV
to XML Converter

EOW-211

Earth Observation per
location

EOW-212

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

Earth Observation
statistics per location

Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-213

Kernel density
estimator:

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-214

On-land discard filter

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-215

Description: Great
circle distance to
nearest sea canyon

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-216

Great circle distance to
colony

Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-217

Great circle distance to
nearest seamount

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-218

Earth Observation
download product

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-219

Description: Earth
Observation statistics
within polygon

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-220

Distance nearest point
or polygon

Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-221

Redundancy filter

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-222

Linear interpolated
regular locations

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-223

Location interval
downsampling

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-224

Track reprojection

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-225

Generation of pseudoabsence locations
(random selection from
polygon area

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-226

Converter XML to CSV

Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-227

Species distribution
models using GAMs

Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18
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Summary

EOW-228

Species distribution
models using GLMs

EOW-229

Environmental envelop
identifier

EOW-10

ATOS ES add "details"
button for full
metadata of service
ATOS FR: TurningFilter

EOW-12

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

Request
for
change

Open

Low

Unresolved

13/12/18

13/12/18

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Low

Resolved

23/06/17

22/01/18

22/01/18

V3.01

Front End

Ready

Low

Resolved

23/06/17

14/12/17

14/12/17

V2.3

Front End

Ready

Low

Resolved

29/06/17

28/11/17

28/11/17

V2.3

Front End

EOW-16

Reinit the password
could be more friendly

EOW-21

the size of the metoc
files on the platform
are not correct

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Low

Resolved

03/07/17

14/12/17

14/12/17

V3

Front End

EOW-23

Track reprojection
service not passed

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

23/08/17

18/09/17

18/09/17

V2.3

Services

EOW-26

Turning filter service
not passed

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

23/08/17

18/09/17

18/09/17

V2.3

Services

EOW-28

Regular location filter
service not passed

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

23/08/17

18/09/17

18/09/17

V2.3

Services

EOW-31

Chaining services

Ready

Low

Resolved

31/08/17

22/01/18

22/01/18

V3.01

Front End

EOW-32

Turning filter

Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance

Ready

High

Resolved

18/09/17

22/01/18

22/01/18

EOW-33

Regular Locations

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

High

Resolved

18/09/17

25/09/17

25/09/17

V2.3

Services

EOW-35

CLS Datastore
Connector

Ready

High

Resolved

08/11/17

14/12/17

14/12/17

V3

Platform

EOW-75

Configure scale

Ready

High

Resolved

09/11/17

12/09/18

14/12/17

V3

Platform

EOW-107

Behaviour for all
observations filtered
out
Pelagic Fish service
description

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Ready

High

Resolved

07/12/17

25/09/18

25/09/18

Ready

High

Resolved

13/12/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

Ready

Medium

Resolved

18/12/17

22/01/18

22/01/18

Ready

Low

Resolved

20/12/17

22/01/18

22/01/18

EOW-109

EOW-112

EOW-113

Turtle CSV to XML
service offers to create
visualisation from input
- does not work (as it's
csv!).
SimpleDownloadProduc Request
t - unclear how to use
for
change

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-115

No display avaliable
after CSV to XML
conversion

EOW-116

Searched variables

EOW-117

No display of the
service soutputs

EOW-126

Layer management
broken if name
contains a special
character
Error on TrackSampling
service

EOW-128

Public

Issue
Type
Non
Confor
mance

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Ready

High

Resolved

11/01/18

22/01/18

22/01/18

Front End

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

High

Resolved

11/01/18

18/01/18

18/01/18

Services

Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

16/01/18

22/01/18

22/01/18

Ready

Low

Resolved

23/01/18

25/01/18

25/01/18

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

23/01/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

3.1 Platform

EOW-130

Different turtles (IDs)
Request
showing as same colour for
in visualisation
change

Ready

Low

Resolved

23/01/18

24/01/18

24/01/18

EOW-135

Missing info in outputs

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

26/01/18

04/09/18

04/09/18

EOW-138

Add the etopo in the
catalog

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

30/01/18

03/05/18

03/05/18

Platform

EOW-148

Location interval
downsampling service
failed
Seabird convertor

Non
Confor
mance
Request
for
change

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

27/02/18

25/09/18

25/09/18

Services

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

12/04/18

25/04/18

25/04/18

Services

EOW-155

Service/Workflow
Executions

Request
for
change

Ready

Low

Resolved

13/04/18

19/04/18

19/04/18

Front End

EOW-156

pseudo-absences CRW
failing

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

13/04/18

25/09/18

25/09/18

EOW-161

Earth Observation per
location

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

16/04/18

27/04/18

27/04/18

EOW-164

order the list of
services on the
workflow panel

Request
for
change

Ready

Low

Resolved

16/04/18

19/04/18

19/04/18

EOW-166

Visualization panel:
"CRS data not
comprehensive

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

16/04/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

EOW-168

when a workflow runs
uncomplete it should
not be "succeeded"

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

16/04/18

27/04/18

27/04/18

EOW-171

Distance to colony
robustness

Ready

Medium

Resolved

16/04/18

19/04/18

19/04/18

Services

EOW-176

Display of selected
statistics

Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Medium

Resolved

17/04/18

14/05/18

14/05/18

Front End

EOW-154

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-178

pelagic fish service
crashes the platform

EOW-179

outputs of pseudoabsences services not
displayed

EOW-181

Public

Issue
Type
Non
Confor
mance

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

19/04/18

26/04/18

25/04/18

Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

19/04/18

03/05/18

03/05/18

change "Service
successfully executed"
by "launched"

Request
for
change

Ready

Medium

Resolved

20/04/18

14/05/18

14/05/18

EOW-184

Resulting enriched file
missing info

Ready

Low

Resolved

09/08/18

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-185

Location interval
downsampling

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

09/08/18

14/11/18

14/11/18

EOW-188

Discard locations on
land and near land

Ready

Low

Resolved

09/08/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

EOW-189

Linear interpolated
regular location

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

09/08/18

25/09/18

25/09/18

EOW-190

Spatial redundancy
filter

Ready

Low

Resolved

09/08/18

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-205

last interpolated
position for an animal
not homogeneous with
the previous ones

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Ready

Very
High

Resolved

19/09/18

25/09/18

25/09/18

EOW-141

Display of the
processing service logs

Non
Confor
mance

Realized

Low

Cannot
reproduce

02/02/18

15/03/18

15/03/18

EOW-6

IT Innov TrackSampling
V3

Realized

Medium

Resolved

23/06/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

EOW-11

IT Innov: provide full
metadata description
of services

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Realized

Medium

Resolved

23/06/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Services

EOW-14

the 'upload/download'
stays stucked on the
screen

Non
Confor
mance

Realized

Medium

Resolved

23/06/17

20/04/18

20/04/18

Front End

EOW-22

"Edit file" panel appear
when double-clicking
(user workspace)
General comments
about front-end user
interface
Not able to deal with
net_primary_productio
n_of_biomass_express
ed_as_carbon_per_unit
_volume_in_sea_water
variable
Platform allows
selection of CSV file
when asking for XML
format

Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance

Realized

Low

Resolved

02/08/17

04/12/17

04/12/17

V3

Front End

Realized

Low

Resolved

31/08/17

04/12/17

04/12/17

V3

Front End

Realized

High

Resolved

23/01/18

28/03/18

28/03/18

Request
for
change

Realized

Medium

Resolved

23/01/18

21/03/18

21/03/18

EOW-29

EOW-127

EOW-129

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-131

'download as csv' from
XML issues

EOW-132

csv and xml file sizes
presented on the
platform are not
correct.
Not all animals showing
in output visualisation

EOW-134

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Realized

Low

Resolved

24/01/18

28/03/18

28/03/18

Front End,
Platform

Realized

Low

Resolved

24/01/18

06/02/18

06/02/18

Front End,
Platform

Realized

High

Resolved

24/01/18

28/03/18

28/03/18

Front End,
Platform

EOW-139

Name of layers in
Non
visualization panel can't Confor
start by "1 - ..."
mance

Realized

Low

Resolved

02/02/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

EOW-140

Problem when
renaming layers in the
Visualization panel

Non
Confor
mance

Realized

Low

Resolved

02/02/18

28/03/18

28/03/18

EOW-174

Light based
geolocalisation service
does not provide an
XML compliant with
EO4wildlife XSD

Non
Confor
mance

Realized

Very
High

Resolved

17/04/18

17/04/18

17/04/18

EOW-13

IT Innov:
RegularLocations :
change "frequency"
input format
Track gridding service
not passed

Request
for
change

Realized

Medium

Won't Do

23/06/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Non
Confor
mance

Realized

Very
High

Won't Do

23/08/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

Services

EOW-114

Error once a service is
executed

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Low

Cannot
reproduce

11/01/18

11/01/18

11/01/18

Front End

EOW-121

Speed filter XML

Request
for
change

Closed

Low

Cannot
reproduce

17/01/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Services

EOW-133

Intermittent problem of Request
not being able to delete for
things
change

Closed

Low

Cannot
reproduce

24/01/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Front End,
Platform

EOW-182

moving files from
process to input

Closed

Low

Cannot
reproduce

03/05/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

EOW-193

Impossible to run a
workflow

Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Cannot
reproduce

13/09/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

EOW-87

Speed filter XML

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Medium

Done

04/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

EOW-125

This item to start the
sprint

Closed

Low

Done

23/01/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

EOW-98

Track Sampling XML
NOT working

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Very
High

Duplicate

05/12/17

08/12/17

08/12/17

EOW-24

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-123

Performance in general

EOW-157

Non-interpolated
regular locations

EOW-163

Modify a workflow

EOW-173

EO per location not
working with
bathymetry

EOW-207

Color for available
services

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Closed

Low

Duplicate

17/01/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

Closed

Very
High

Duplicate

13/04/18

20/09/18

20/09/18

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Duplicate

16/04/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

Closed

Very
High

Duplicate

17/04/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

Request
for
change

Closed

Very
High

Duplicate

20/09/18

20/09/18

20/09/18

EOW-2

ATOS ES: Differentiate
Request
the input parameters of for
the services
change

Closed

Low

Resolved

23/06/17

17/04/18

17/04/18

V2.2

EOW-3

ATOS ES Explicit labels
in QualityFilter

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

23/06/17

25/07/17

25/07/17

V2.2

Front End

EOW-4

ATOS FR Output name
from services should
have date + name of
service

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

23/06/17

17/04/18

17/04/18

V2.2

Platform

EOW-7

ATOS FR:
TrackSampling V3

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

23/06/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

EOW-9

ATOS ES : fix the text to
avoid change of line in
the middle of a word
Metadata service
format definition

Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Low

Resolved

23/06/17

25/07/17

25/07/17

Closed

High

Resolved

29/06/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

website goes back to
first page when asking
for previous page in
browser
TrackSampling
succeeded but column
with sst nearly empty

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Medium

Resolved

03/07/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

03/07/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

EOW-20

Add the unit of the
parameter sampled in
TrackSampling service

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

03/07/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

EOW-25

Speed filter service not
passed

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

23/08/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

Services

EOW-27

Position quality filter
service not passed

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

23/08/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

Services

EOW-30

Redundancy filter

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

31/08/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

EOW-17

EOW-18

EOW-19

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-34

AVISO Connector

EOW-37

Selection of METOC
data through variable
instead of dataset

EOW-38

CSV to XML converter
for marine mammals
scenario
Download as CSV

EOW-39

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

19/09/18

19/09/18

Platform

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3

Platform

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3

Platform

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3.01

Platform

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3

Platform

EOW-41

Interface for multiple
metoc data for track
sampling

EOW-42

Display of shapefiles

Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

20/04/18

V3.2

Platform

EOW-43

Scale display

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3

Platform

EOW-44

Support for XML
tracking data

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3

Platform

EOW-45

Speed filter service
metadata description

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

16/01/18

V3.2

WP1

EOW-46

Speed filter final
implementation

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

16/11/17

V2.2

Services

EOW-47

Full description of
services metadata

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

08/11/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

WP1

EOW-48

EOW-47 turning filter
service description
EOW-47 position
quality filter service
description
EOW-47 Distance to
nearest seamount
service description
EOW-47 Distance to
nearest canyon

Request
for
change
FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

Services,
WP1
Services,
WP1

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

Services,
WP1

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

Services,
WP1

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Services,
WP1
Services,
WP1
Services,
WP1

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

EOW-49

EOW-50

EOW-51
EOW-52
EOW-53
EOW-54

EOW-55

EOW-56

EOW-57

EOW-47 Distance to
shore
EOW-47 Distance to
colony
EOW-47
Track_circular_samplin
g for multiple metoc
parameters
EOW-47 Kernel_density
Kernel Density
estimator service
description
Implementation of
turning filter service
Implementation of
position quality filter
service

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key
EOW-58

Summary

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

EOW-64

Implementation of
Track_circular_samplin
g for multiple metoc
parameters
Implementation of
Distance to nearest
seamount service
Implementation of
Distance to nearest
canyon service
Implementation of
Distance to shore
service
Implementation of
Distance to colony
service
Implementation of
Kernel_density Kernel
Density estimator
service
V3 Debug fixing

EOW-65

V3.1 debug fixing

EOW-66

Adjust the service
description in the Front
end with the JSON
service metadata

EOW-67

Add link to metadata
from catalogue +
minimum info

Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

09/11/17

11/09/18

22/01/18

V3.2

Platform

EOW-68

Ingest metoc data
service

Closed

High

Resolved

09/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3.01

Platform

EOW-69

Seabirdtracking dev for
interoperability

Closed

High

Resolved

09/11/17

19/09/18

EOW-72

Workflow construction

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

09/11/17

11/09/18

20/04/18

EOW-73

EOW-72 Conf call to
refine the workflow
requirements

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

09/11/17

11/09/18

20/04/18

EOW-59

EOW-60

EOW-61

EOW-62

EOW-63

EO4wildlife.eu

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

Services

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

Services

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

Services

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

Services

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

28/11/17

Services

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

11/09/18

20/04/18

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

Services,
WP1

Closed

High

Resolved

08/11/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

Services,
WP1

Closed

High

Resolved

09/11/17

11/09/18

22/01/18

Platform
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Key

Summary

EOW-74

Layers management

EOW-77

EOW-63 Benchmark for
CSV to XML and XML to
CSV

EOW-78

EOW-46 Upgrade the
service description

EOW-79

EOW-80

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change
FFT File

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version
V3.01

Component

Closed

High

Resolved

09/11/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

Closed

Low

Resolved

09/11/17

11/09/18

20/04/18

Services

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

17/11/17

11/09/18

20/04/18

WP1

The button (get root
path) is not displayed
when coping a file in
the user workspace

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

30/11/17

11/09/18

04/12/17

User workspace path
when coming from
executions panel
Sea turtle CSV to XML
converter

Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Low

Resolved

30/11/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Closed

Medium

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

EOW-82

TrackXMLConverterSea
turtle

Closed

Medium

Resolved

04/12/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

EOW-83

CSVtoXMLConverter:
date format is not
convenient to work
with in Excel

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Low

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

EOW-84

"Workspace" button
cannot be clicked on
window resize

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Front End

EOW-86

Execution status table
(resize problems)

Closed

Low

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

04/12/17

Front End

EOW-88

Improvement of log for
downloads of METOC
data

Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Medium

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3.01

EOW-89

XML to CSV converter
in error

Closed

High

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3.01

Platform

EOW-90

Copy of a file in failure

Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

High

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

V3.01

Front End

EOW-91

Visualisation

Closed

High

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

22/01/18

V3.2

Platform

EOW-92

Columns from CSV lost
when converting to
XML

Non
Confor
mance
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

V3.2

Platform

EOW-81
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Key

Summary

EOW-93

Validation

EOW-94

Need clearer upload
area defined in
workspace
login time-out error /
confusion

Public

Issue
Type
Non
Confor
mance

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Closed

High

Resolved

04/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Low

Resolved

05/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

Closed

Low

Resolved

05/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Front End

Argos LC quality
filtering alternate
version!
'new folder / upload'
pop-up still sticks in
window

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

05/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Platform

Closed

Low

Resolved

05/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

EOW-47 Reopen position quality filter
service description
Position quality filter seabird data

FFT File

Closed

Low

Resolved

06/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

Services,
WP1

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Low

Resolved

06/12/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

Services

Closed

Low

Resolved

06/12/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

Services

Closed

Low

Resolved

06/12/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

Services

Request
for
change
Regular locations
Request
for
change
Track Circular Sampling Request
for
change
New value for ageEnum Request
for seabirds and sea
for
mammals
change

Closed

Low

Resolved

06/12/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

Platform

Closed

Low

Resolved

06/12/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

Services

Closed

High

Resolved

06/12/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

Platform

Closed

High

Resolved

08/12/17

11/09/18

14/12/17

EOW-110

XML to CSV conversion

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

High

Resolved

14/12/17

20/04/18

20/04/18

EOW-111

catalogue of products
links to error url

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Medium

Resolved

14/12/17

20/04/18

20/04/18

Platform

EOW-118

Kernel Density
Estimator profile

Closed

High

Resolved

16/01/18

11/09/18

20/04/18

Services

EOW-120

Simple download
product

Closed

Low

Resolved

17/01/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Services

EOW-122

Track Sampling

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

High

Resolved

17/01/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

EOW-124

CLS users are not
authorized to connect

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

23/01/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

EOW-95

EOW-96

EOW-97

EOW-99

EOW-100

EOW-101

Distance to colony

EOW-102

Distance to shore

EOW-104

TrackingXMLtoCSV
description

EOW-105

EOW-106

EOW-108

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-136

MetocStatisticsService
Error

EOW-137

Validation and Update
of the service
descriptions

EOW-142

profile.json for
generate pseudo
absences from polygon
profile.json for EE
identify

EOW-143

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Front End

Closed

High

Resolved

26/01/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

30/01/18

11/09/18

11/09/18

V3.2

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

06/02/18

11/09/18

19/03/18

V3.1

Closed

Medium

Resolved

08/02/18

11/09/18

19/03/18

V3.1

Closed

High

Resolved

08/02/18

11/09/18

19/03/18

V3.1

V3.1

EOW-144

ENM_envelop service
profile

EOW-145

track reprojection
profile.json

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

08/02/18

11/09/18

19/03/18

EOW-146

GAM profile.json

Closed

Low

Resolved

19/02/18

11/09/18

19/03/18

EOW-147

GLM profile.json

Closed

Low

Resolved

19/02/18

11/09/18

19/03/18

V3.1

EOW-149

SpeedFilter service
failed with big input file

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Medium

Resolved

27/02/18

17/04/18

17/04/18

V3.2

EOW-151

When returning to the
EO4W app, the first
login results in a timed
out message

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Low

Resolved

20/03/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Front End

EOW-152

Text in the front-end

Request
for
change

Closed

High

Resolved

12/04/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

Front End

EOW-153

Text in the front-end

Closed

High

Resolved

12/04/18

17/04/18

17/04/18

Front End

EOW-158

pseudo-absence
polygon not working

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

13/04/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

Services

EOW-160

Simple download
product

Closed

Low

Resolved

16/04/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Front End

EOW-165

remove the converters
from the list of services
for the workflow

Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Low

Resolved

16/04/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

EOW-170

Workflow definition
and service execution:
independent panels

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

16/04/18

20/04/18

20/04/18

Front End

EOW-172

Workflow update

Closed

Medium

Resolved

16/04/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Front End

EOW-177

Add datasets from CLS
data store with CSW
end-point

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Resolved

17/04/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

METOC Data

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-180

unexpected time out of
session

EOW-187

Distance nearest point
or polygon

Public

Issue
Type
Non
Confor
mance

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Version

Component

Closed

High

Resolved

20/04/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Request
for
change
Impossible to download Non
EO data from CMEMS
Confor
mance

Closed

Low

Resolved

09/08/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

10/08/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

METOC Data

EOW-192

Not possible to select
an EO product in a
workflow

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

High

Resolved

13/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Platform

EOW-194

Impossible to edit the
settings of the
execution of a
workflow
star means that the
parameter is
mandatory
Legend on map not
with the appropriate
display
The EO4wildlife TM is
not included in PDF
export
Add an info message
for monthly EO Data

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

High

Resolved

14/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Platform

Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance
Non
Confor
mance
Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance
Request
for
change

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

14/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Front End

Closed

High

Resolved

14/09/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

Front End

Closed

Medium

Resolved

14/09/18

13/12/18

13/12/18

Front End

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

19/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Front End

Closed

High

Resolved

19/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Closed

High

Resolved

19/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Front End

Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

20/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Front End

Closed

Very
High

Resolved

24/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Platform

EOW-191

EOW-195

EOW-196

EOW-197

EOW-201

EOW-202

EOW-204

Marine Mammal
converter loses some
data
Display of folder
content

Front End

EOW-206

Color for available
services

EOW-208

Download of monthly
data

EOW-8

IT Innov: new service
for SpeedFilter data

Request
for
change

Closed

Low

Won't Do

23/06/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

EOW-15

CLS: add information in
xml format

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Won't Do

23/06/17

13/09/18

13/09/18

EOW-40

Workspace
management by the
user
Propose converters at
the upload stage

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

High

Won't Do

08/11/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Closed

High

Won't Do

09/11/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Front End,
Platform

EOW-76

Display a continuous
track

Closed

High

Won't Do

09/11/17

12/09/18

12/09/18

Platform

EOW-85

Execution status table
autorefresh

Request
for
change
Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Won't Do

04/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

EOW-70

EO4wildlife.eu
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Key

Summary

EOW-103

Kernel Density

EOW-119

Combination of
datasets

EOW-150

Random Forest profile

EOW-1

Track sampling service
is not running
successfully

EOW-5

ITInnov: TrackSampling
V2

EOW-36

Public

Issue
Type
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Request
for
change
Non
Confor
mance

Status

Priority

Resolution

Created

Updated

Resolved

Fix
Component
Version
3.1 Services

Closed

Low

Won't Do

06/12/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Closed

Low

Won't Do

17/01/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Platform

Closed

Low

Won't Do

14/03/18

13/09/18

13/09/18

Services

Closed

Very
High

Won't fix

15/06/17

20/06/17

20/06/17

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Won't fix

23/06/17

11/09/18

11/09/18

Bathymetry in
EO4wildlife catalogue

Request
for
change

Closed

High

Won't fix

08/11/17

13/12/18

13/12/18

EOW-167

organization of the
'process_dir' for a
workflow output

Request
for
change

Closed

Low

Won't fix

16/04/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

EOW-169

allow the user to
publish workflow
results

Request
for
change

Closed

Medium

Won't fix

16/04/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

EOW-175

New version of XSD to
rename elements

Request
for
change

Closed

Low

Won't fix

17/04/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

EOW-198

Impossible to access to
primary production

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

High

Won't fix

17/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

Platform

EOW-200

Compute the
geographical area from
the input shapefile

Request
for
change

Closed

High

Won't fix

19/09/18

19/09/18

19/09/18

Front End

EOW-203

Kernel density
validation

Non
Confor
mance

Closed

Very
High

Won't fix

19/09/18

22/11/18

22/11/18

WP1
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